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Preface 
 

The Budget Formats Guide for the preparation of the Estimates of Provincial Revenue (EPRE) and 
Expenditure is updated annually and forms the basis for communicating a Provincial Government 
budget to a wide range of stakeholders, which include the citizens of a province, the general public 
of the country, researchers and the international community. It further provides valuable insight into 
the priority areas of Government, focuses on resource allocation and attempts to capture the main 
outputs these funds are buying.  

Budget Council, since adopting a first guide in 2002, acknowledged that the process of developing 
a comprehensive and meaningful guide is evolutionary and that incremental changes would be 
effected annually as we develop smarter information systems. 

This Provincial Budget Formats Guide forms a basis for comparable provincial information. 
Minimal changes to the guide are proposed, as this will provide a degree of stability, while at the 
same time focus on improving the quality and consistency of budget documents across provinces.  

The foreword offers the MEC responsible for Finance within a province with an opportunity to 
present the political priorities on which the budget is based together with general information on 
economic and financial developments within the province. This reiterates the fact that the budget is 
more than just about numbers. It explains how the budget reflects government’s policies and 
priorities, and shows how these will translate into service delivery. The MEC also endorses the 
budget and provides a commitment to support and ensure its implementation. 

The guide consists of three main sections: Overview of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure; EPR 
E; and Definitions and examples, including formats for allocations and budgets to schools and 
hospitals to be published in government gazettes in line with the annual Division of Revenue Act 
(DoRA). These are supported by Excel tables and an Excel database, which allows for electronic 
aggregation and the elimination calculation errors. Formats for budgets and allocations to be 
published in government gazettes as required by the DoRA have been included for reference 
purposes only, and are not for inclusion in the budget documents.  

The first section sketches the Overview of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure (OPRE), which is 
the sole responsibility of the provincial treasury. It gives a snapshot of the demographic and socio-
economic profile of the province and illustrates how this links to the Provincial Growth and 
Development Strategy (PGDS). The province is also required to provide a narrative establishing the 
alignment of provincial plans to broad national planning and policy as outlined by the National 
Development Plan (NDP) and the Medium Term Strategic Framework (MTSF).   It provides an 
overview of the provincial budget, budget process and discusses current and anticipated medium 
term budget trends. The OPRE offers a detailed analysis of provincial receipt and payment 
performance, covering infrastructure and transfers to public entities and local government. It 
provides information on payments by functional area and geographic boundary to municipal and 
district level; personnel numbers and costs; and payments on training. The OPRE further assigns a 
section to analyse the province’s fiscal performance in recent years and draws attention to the fiscal 
challenges confronting the province. 

The EPRE allows provincial departments to compile and communicate their budgets, provides 
current and anticipated medium term budget trends and provides an overview of departmental 
estimates based on the standardised budget and programme structures for a particular sector. In 
addition, the EPRE focuses on strategic service delivery and gives a high-level overview of 
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performance measures and targets as set in departmental Strategic Plans and Annual Performance 
Plans. 

The estimation of revenue and expenditure presents a valuable research resource and gives effect to 
relevant legislation, which include amongst others the Constitution, the Public Finance Management 
Act and the Right to Access of Information Act. It is for this reason that uniform budget documents 
are a prerequisite. The inclusion of photographs (especially of persons) in budget documents detracts 
from the quality and integrity associated with budget documents, as is the norm across the world and 
is thus unacceptable. 

Careful consideration needs to be given to the format of numbers in all budget documentation. A 
full stop is employed for the decimal point, while the use of the space as the delimiter for thousands 
will be continued to be used. It is recommended that fractions of numbers in text and tables are 
rounded off to one decimal point. This practice will ensure that the number format is aligned to most 
countries publications, newspapers, computer programmes and scientific references.  

 

Examples are listed in the table below. 

 
 
An example of the proposed method is illustrated in the tables below. 
 

 
 

Based on common preference and practice, when a number exceeds R1000 million it should be 
expressed as billions of Rands.  

 

Proposed format

62.6

1 908.5

5.4 per cent

R1 987.4 million

R3.4 million

The increase in GDP last year was 5.1 per cent.

Table: Details of departmental receipts
Outcome

Audited Audited Audited

R thousand 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

Tax receipts  677 051          822 356          953 871          981 515          981 515         1 031 254       1 129 198       1 216 332       1 308 129       

Casino taxes  128 530         162 073         194 038         192 089         192 089         234 335         254 652         275 024         297 026        

Horse racing taxes  29 002           31 982           38 174           40 610           40 610           42 103           44 671           49 138           52 086          

Liquor licences  3 691             3 999             3 760             3 816             3 816             3 816             4 045             4 348             4 609            

Motor vehicle licences  515 828         624 302         717 899         745 000         745 000         751 000         825 830         887 822         954 408        

Sale of goods and services other than capital 
assets

 226 064          198 036          218 176          231 196          231 196          228 666          250 277          274 056          294 253         

Transfers received –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     –                     

Fines, penalties and forfeits  21 625            19 253            19 734            28 030            28 030            32 696            30 031            33 733            35 757           

Interest, dividends and rent on land  181 729          93 461            176 232          140 923          140 923          175 985          142 329          152 506          167 995         

Sales of capital assets  19 041            20 222            7 972              16 670            16 670            16 719            18 703            20 977            22 236           

Transactions in f inancial assets and liabilities  43 942            73 939            70 132            24 807            24 807            51 449            21 186            21 741            21 875           

Total 1 169 452       1 227 267       1 446 117       1 423 141       1 423 141       1 536 769       1 591 724       1 719 345       1 850 245       

 Medium-term estimates 

2011/12

 Main Budget 
 Adjusted 

Budget 
 Estimated 

Actual 
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This statement is prepared by the provincial treasury and provides a high-level overview of the main 
components of the provincial budget. It comprises tables of main aggregates and narratives 
explaining the provincial government’s strategic policy objectives, and shows how this is met from 
budgeted funding. This section also includes:  

 Political prioritisation linked to the National Spatial Development Perspective (NSDP), NDP, 
MTSF and PGDS; 

 Present conditions (Socio-economic outlook); 

 Size and sources of receipts to meet the prioritised objectives; 

 Funding of the deficit or utilisation of the surplus, if applicable; and  

 Estimates and payments according to functional and economic classifications of the budget. 

Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) 

The COVID-19 outbreak has caused a unique human and health crisis, with millions of people 
infected and hundreds of thousands dying from the disease. The measures necessary to minimise the 
spread of the disease have resulted in economic downturns globally, requiring a specific fiscal 
response to help the economy recover. In South Africa’s case, the slowdown in the economy since 
the lockdown on 26 March 2020, prompted National Government to announce a fiscal stimulus 
package of R500 billion. National and Provincial Governments were required to reprioritise R130 
billion in this regard. 
 
Provinces should indicate how budgets have been reprioritised to respond to the COVID-19 
pandemic during 2020/21 and what the impact over the 2021 MTEF would be.  Various areas of the 
budget documents will be affected, hence there is no prescription on exactly how it should be 
presented. The fiscal impact of reductions in national transfers and provincial own revenue should 
be shown together with the reprioritisation of budgets in specific departments such as Health, 
Education, Social Development, Public Works and others which are directly affected.  
 

1. Socio-economic outlook 
This section provides a snapshot of the socio-economic profile of the province.  The outline below 
is just an example, as there is no prescribed format. Provinces should collect information from 
approved sources to give a more credible picture of economic and social conditions.  

Demographic profile 

The objective here is to discuss how demographic factors affect the development and economy of 
the province, using data from the latest Census (2011) and other available sources. Recently released 
data sources include amongst others: 

 Annual mid-year population estimates;  

 Census 2011 (population numbers, rural/urban divide, disability occurrence); 

 Income and expenditure survey (IES) (expenditure quintiles); 

 Annual General Household Survey (GHS) (medical aid data, etc.); 

 Gross Domestic Product – by region (GDP-R) (provincial economic activity); and 

 Other relevant data for specific sectors, e.g. school enrolment. 
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Provinces are encouraged to include a comparative analysis with other provinces of key 
demographic indicators such as expected population growth; gender and age distribution; the level 
of education, literacy rates, and level of skills base, to provide a more enhanced demographic profile 
of their province/regions as per the examples below. 

 

  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Table 1.1: Population size and distribution between regions
Region  Total population Percentage

A 0 %

B 0 %

C 0 %

D 0 %

E 0 %

F 0 %

Total 0 %

Table 1.2: Example of changes in provincial demographic profile, 1996  –  2001
Description Period Effective change

Population grow th 1996 – 2001 2% per annum; 40.4 million to 44.8 million

Population increase 1996 – 2001 Increase of 4.4 million or 11%

Number of households 1996 9.1 million

2001 11.8 million (30% increase)

Av erage household size 1996 4.5

2001 3.8

Table 1.3: Gender and age distribution
Age group Male Female Total Percentage

Unspecified 0 0 0 %

Below  15 0 0 0 %

15 to 17 0 0 0 %

18 to 25 0 0 0 %

26 to 35 0 0 0 %

36 to 45 0 0 0 %

46 to 65 0 0 0 %

66 + 0 0 0 %

Total 0 0 0 %

Qualifications of people older than 20 years 

No schooling

22%

Primary

30%

Secondary

42%

Tertiary

6%
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Socio-economic indicators 

In this section, data from the most recent household surveys could be used to indicate the quality of 
life of provincial households. A comparison could be drawn between the proportion of households 
with specified services and the average for the country. The development indices of Statistics South 
Africa serve as a good example to indicate the availability of services such as water, electricity and 
piped latrines. The following services could for example be chosen: 

 House or brick structure on a separate stand or yard (represented by “House”) 

 Piped water in the dwelling (“Water”) 

 Flush toilet or chemical toilet (“Flush toilet”) 

 Refuse removal by local authority at least once a week (“Refuse”) 

 Telephone in the dwelling/cellular phone (“Telephone”) 

Economic indicators  

Similarly, economic indicators, such as income distribution, gross geographic product and level of 
investment could be selected from the latest household survey. The latter can explore, for example, 
the possibility of new direct investment (local and foreign) expected per sector and envisaged new 
job opportunities. 
 

 
 

Income distribution

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Less than R7 000

R7 001 - R12 500

R12 501 - R24 000

R24 001 - R52 800

More than R52 800

Income range

Percentage

Table 1.4: Income distribution
Annual income per household Number of households Percentage of households

Less than R7 000 0 %

R7 001 to R12 500 0 %

R12 501 to R24 000 0 %

R24 001 to R52 800 0 %

More than R52 800 0 %
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Climate Change 

Climate change has transformed fiscal landscapes and poses significant social, economic and 
environmental risks that present challenges globally. Like many other developing countries, South 
Africa is especially vulnerable to the impacts of climate change. 
 
Responding to this exigent challenge South Africa has laid a solid foundation of policies to support 
the international climate change and transition agendas. The NDP advocates for a transition to a low-
carbon, resilient, and just society; while the Integrated Resources Plan (IRP 2019) provides guidance 
on how to decommission aging coal power stations and outlines the future expansion of the national 
energy mix in response to the country’s growing energy demand.  
 
Fiscal policies and instruments have a major role to play in South Africa’s effort to meet its long-
term climate change commitments and national development goals. National Treasury established 
in 2019 an internal working group on climate change to share knowledge and expertise. Various 
projects were consequently identified and initiated to advance its response to climate change, 
including: 
 
 Diagnostic of National Treasury’s role in climate change: Taking stock of what National Treasury 

is doing with regard to climate change 

 Climate Budget Tagging: Integrating climate change into the fiscal framework and budget 
processes   

 Climate smart infrastructure investment 

 Carbon pricing  

 Sustainable and resilient cities 

Further engagements are envisaged at sub-national level to intensify their awareness and their future 
readiness for climate change. However, Provinces are encouraged to report on the work that is 
currently underway to respond to climate change, including budget plans. 
 

2. Budget strategy and aggregates 
2.1 Introduction 

Government provides basic services and progressively aims to improve the quality of life and 
provide opportunities for all South Africans. Despite challenges, Government is also tasked to 
eradicate the dualistic nature of the South African economy through effective integration, 
coordination and alignment of the actions of its three constituting spheres. Over the last two decades, 

Table 1.5: Gross geographic product by sector
Sector Percentage

Mining and quarry ing %

Agriculture and fisheries %

Manufacturing %

Electricity  and w ater %

Construction %

Trade: Wholesale, retail and accommodation %

Transport, storage and communication %

Finance, insurance, real estate and business serv ices %

Gov ernment and community  serv ices %

Other %

Total %
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this intention has found expression in a wide range of acts, policies, strategies, development planning 
instruments, integration mechanisms and structures aimed at ensuring intergovernmental priority 
setting and resource allocation. 

In implementing its development agenda, government proceeds from the premise that coordinated 
government priority setting, resource allocation and implementation require: 

 Alignment of strategic development priorities and approaches in all planning and budgeting 
processes, as good budgeting is about the choices we make when allocating resources to spending 
programmes; 

 A shared agreement on the nature and characteristics of the space economy; and  

 Strategic principles for infrastructure investment and development spending. 

This section sets out the provincial government’s main strategic policy direction underlying the 
budget and PGDS linked to the initiatives of the NSDP and the broader national spatial framework 
proposed by the NDP as a common platform of which: 

 The Premier’s Address in line with the State of the Nation Address issued by the President; 

 Provide direction for decisions on infrastructure investment and development spending;  

 Assist role players to acknowledge that the area of need may not be the place where the need can 
be addressed;  

 Ensure that fixed investment is focused in areas where greatest development potential and 
greatest need coincide;  

 Promote investment in people in areas with little or no potential, to give them more opportunities; 

 The ruling party’s election manifesto; and  

 Other major policy decisions of the Executive Council that have been publicly announced. 

The statement should include only major policy statements and directions, as well as a brief 
description of new payment and receipt initiatives that provide the resources for these policies. In 
particular, it should refer to the overall service delivery outputs and outcomes envisaged under these 
initiatives. Brief service delivery outputs as contained in the annual performance plans should be 
presented in the programme presentation of each Vote. 

2.2 Aligning provincial budgets to achieve government’s prescribed 
outcomes 

The Presidency has identified seven strategic priorities in the Medium Term Strategic Framework 
(MTSF) to address the change agenda in government. The State of the Nation Address (SONA) by 
the President of the Republic further refers to seven strategic priorities, namely: ‘Economic 
transformation and job creation’; ‘Education, skills and health’; ‘Consolidating the social wage 
through reliable and quality basic services’; ‘Spatial integration, human settlements and local 
government’; ‘Social cohesion and safe communities’; ‘A capable, ethical and developmental state’; 
and ‘A better Africa and World’. Provinces are required to reflect the outcomes and priorities (where 
applicable) in this section and highlight which department/s are responsible for them. This would 
also be an appropriate place to supply information on the processes the province followed to 
incorporate resources towards the achievement of the outcomes and priorities. 

2.3  Summary of budget aggregates 

Table 1.6 should provide a summary of estimates of the main budget components (receipts and 
payments, budget surplus or deficit). The economic classification presented is in accordance with 
the Economic Reporting Format, issued by the National Treasury in September 2009. 
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The table should not include provincial extra-budgetary agencies (i.e. agencies that are controlled 
by the government and receive a significant proportion of their funding from it). Entities that form 
part of the general government sector should be included in the provincial budget only if they 
conduct transactions with departments (transfers and subsidies to these entities). 

The receipt and payment estimates of public financial institutions and non-financial public 
enterprises (i.e. government-owned or controlled bodies, often corporate in structure, that provide 
goods and services to the public on a large scale) should not be included. They similarly affect budget 
statistics only if they conduct transactions with line departments (transfers and subsidies to these 
institutions and enterprises).  

However, departments are required to provide separate detail on financial information which relate 
to receipt and payment estimates for all public entities falling within the governance framework of 
the department, as described in Section 7.6.1 to the EPRE of this guide. 

Table 1.6: Provincial budget summary

          Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Provincial receipts

Transfer receipts from national                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        - 

Equitable share

Conditional grants

Provincial own receipts

Total provincial receipts                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        - 

Provincial payments

Current payments

Transfers and subsidies

Payments for capital assets

Payments for financial assets

Unallocated contingency reserve

Total provincial payments                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        - 

Surplus/(deficit) before financing                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        - 

Financing

Provincial roll-overs

Provincial cash reserves

Other (Specify)

Other (Specify)

Surplus/(deficit) after financing                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        - 

2020/21

 
 

The table further requires provinces to indicate receipts, payments, budgeted deficit and how it is 
financed or in the case of surpluses, how it is to be utilised. The 2020/21 financial year makes 
provision for three columns, which includes Main Appropriation, Adjusted Appropriation and 
Revised Estimates. The numbers included in 2020/21 under the revised estimates column refer to 
the estimated actual position, which could be described as the actual expenditure and collection as 
at 31 December and projections up to 31 March. For transparency, the province must specify the 
“other” items under Financing.  

2.4 Financing 

This section covers estimated surpluses or deficits of the province. It highlights a number of 
scenarios departments or the province would employ to provide for these: 

Deficit  
 The method of financing of a proposed deficit, i.e. whether through a bank overdraft or a draw-

down of cash balances or deposits;  

 Any bridging finance used for temporary liquidity purposes; 

 Any other changes in financing not influenced by the budget result, e.g. using cash balances to 
reduce overdrafts; and 
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 A statement of the total debt position of the provincial government, including a table of debt 
types, maturity dates (per debt), interest rate payments/instalments, where appropriate. 

Surplus 
 The use of funds generated by an estimated surplus, i.e. to increase cash balances or deposits, or 

to lower bank overdrafts and reduce accumulated unauthorised expenditure; 

 To provide for over expenditure of a previous financial year;  

 To build up cash reserves for future major capital outlays; and 

 To equalise expenditure patterns. 

3. Budget process and the Medium-Term 
Expenditure Framework (MTEF) 

This section explains the provincial budget process. It describes the respective roles and 
responsibilities of the provincial treasury and line departments, the appropriation process, key 
assumptions made and legislatures’ scrutiny of the budget, including relevant legislature 
committees. But most importantly, the section should highlight the rationale or strategies that have 
informed the expenditure framework of the provinces and changes, thereof. 

4. Receipts 
4.1 Overall position 

This section should include a general discussion on total provincial receipts (referring to nominal 
growth rates, real growth rates and comparisons). Provincial treasuries should complete Table 1.7 
and briefly describe changes between the estimated receipts for 2020/21 and receipts over the 
Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) period. Agency payments from national 
government should be treated outside the provincial budget and not included in the receipts 
total. Receipts collected on an agency basis by local authorities (e.g. motor vehicle licences) should 
be included in provincial own receipts under the appropriate category. 

The provincial own receipts classification distinguishes between tax receipts; sales of goods and 
services other than capital assets; transfers received; fines, penalties and forfeits; interest, dividends 
and rent on land; sales of capital assets; and financial transactions in assets and liabilities.  

A brief description of the different kinds of receipts and reasons for changes between the estimated 
receipts for 2020/21 and the outer years of the MTEF should be included. Provinces should provide 
an explanation in instances where own receipt items experience a negative real growth between 
financial years and indicate any once-off receipt items that need to be considered in the analysis 
revenue trends. 
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Table 1.7: Summary of provincial receipts

  Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

 R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

 Transfer receipts from National

Equitable share

Conditional grants

Total transfer receipts from National                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        - 

Provincial own receipts

Tax receipts                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        - 

Casino taxes

Horse racing taxes

Liquor licences

Motor vehicle licences

Sales of goods and services other than capital assets

Transfers received

Fines, penalties and forfeits

Interest, dividends and rent on land

Sales of capital assets 

Transactions in financial assets and liabilities

Total provincial own receipts                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        - 

Total provincial receipts                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        - 

2020/21

 
 

The detailed information on provincial own receipts is presented in Table A.1 in the Annexure to 
the Overview of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure. 

4.2 Equitable share 

In this subsection, the allocation of the equitable share from National Government is discussed. It 
should refer to the amount of equitable share funding in the 2020 Budget and the nominal and 
percentage increase from 2020/21 to 2021/22 and over the MTEF. 

4.3 Conditional grants 

This section includes a discussion on conditional grants providing details of: 

 Total conditional grants available over the 2021 MTEF; 

 Priority spending areas to be addressed by conditional grants; and  

 Analysis of discrepancies between budgets, actual transfers and actual payments. 

Table 1.8 provides for a summary of conditional grants (transfer receipts from National) by Vote 
and grant. The numbers in this table should reflect actual transfers received in 2017/18, 2018/19 and 
2019/20.  

For 2020/21, the Main Appropriation should reflect the amounts gazetted in the Division of Revenue 
Act, 2020 and the Adjusted Appropriation should reflect amounts gazetted in the Division of 
Revenue Amendment Act, 2020. The revised transfer estimates should reflect the transfers for the 
2020/21 financial year from national departments administrating conditional grants, including any 
amounts reflected in subsequent gazettes issued before the end of the 2020/21 financial year for 
stopping and re-allocating of conditional grants. The 2021 MTEF should cover the conditional grants 
available over the period. 

The detailed information, which includes spending on these conditional grants, is presented in Table 
A.2 in the Annexure to Overview of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure. 
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Table 1.8: Summary of conditional grants

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
Agricultural Disaster Management Grant
Comprehensive Agricultural Support Programme Grant
Ilima/Letsema Projects Grant
Land Care Programme Grant: Poverty Relief and Infrastructure Development

Arts and Culture
Community Library Services Grant

Basic Education
Dinaledi Schools Grant
Education Infrastructure Grant
HIV and Aids (Life Skills Education) Grant
National School Nutrition Programme Grant
Occupation Specific Dispensation for Education Sector Therapists Grant
Technical Secondary Schools Recapitalisation Grant
Maths, Science and Technology Grant
Learners With Profound Intellectual Disabilities Grant

Total National Conditional Grants

2020/21

 

4.4 Total provincial own receipts (own revenue) 

This section should include a trend analysis of provincial own receipts by Vote. Table 1.9 provides 
a summary of provincial own receipts by Vote. 

It is recommended that provinces provide an explanation in instances where Votes experience a 
negative real growth rate between the 2020/21 revised estimates and the 2021/22 budget and indicate 
any once-off receipt items that need to be considered in analysis of revenue trends on the various 
Votes. 

Table 1.9: Summary of provincial own receipts by Vote

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Vote 01: Office of the Premier

Vote 02: Provincial Legislature

….

Vote xx: ….

Total provincial own receipts by Vote

2020/21

 
 

4.5 Donor funding 

Should a province receive any foreign aid assistance, information should be presented here, 
indicating amounts received by each department. The detail in terms of amounts per donor is shown 
in the EPRE per department. Table 1.9(a) provides for aggregate information on foreign aid 
assistance. It should however be noted that funding from donors does not form part of a province’s 
appropriation and should be dealt with in accordance with the Reconstruction and Development 
Programme Fund (RDP) Act as amended. Furthermore, provinces are reminded not to include 
agency receipts, such as funds received from SETAs, SANRAL and RTMC, under donor funding. 
Please refer to the DPSA circular HRD NO. 1 of 2013 and National Treasury Practice Note 9 of 
2008/09 for the appropriate accounting of these funds. 

 

Table 1.9(a): Summary of provincial donor funding by Vote

Department (Recipient) Outcome
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Vote 01: Office of the Premier

Vote 02: Provincial Legislature

….

Vote xx: ….

Total provincial donor funding  
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5. Payments 

5.1 Overall position 

This section includes a discussion on total payments and priority spending areas for the province as 
a whole (referring to nominal growth rates, real growth rates and comparisons). Provincial treasuries 
should complete Table 1.10 and briefly describe changes between the estimated payments for the 
2020/21 financial year and over the MTEF. It should also specify the total outlay for provincial 
programmes that are budgeted for during: 

 Financial year 2021/22: in R thousand 

 Financial year 2022/23: in R thousand 

 Financial year 2023/24: in R thousand 

 
5.2 Payments by Vote 

Table 1.10 summarises the total budget for each Vote. This may include a brief discussion on 
expenditure trends within departments, specifically relating these trends with the policy priorities of 
government (both provincial and national). 

Table 1.10: Summary of provincial payments and estimates by Vote

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Vote 01: Office of the Premier

Vote 02: Provincial Legislature

….

Vote xx: ….

Total provincial payments and estimates by Vote

2020/21

     

                                                   

5.3 Payments by economic classification 

Table 1.11 shows the audited outcome for the period 2017/18 to 2019/20, Main Appropriation, 
Adjusted Appropriation and Revised Estimates for 2020/21 and budgets for the MTEF by economic 
classification. Similarly, as above, this section may include a brief discussion on expenditure trends 
per economic classification. 

Table 1.11: Summary of provincial payments and estimates by economic classification

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Current payments

Compensation of employees 

Goods and services 

Interest and rent on land 

Transfers and subsidies to:

Provinces and municipalities 

Departmental agencies and accounts

Higher education institutions

Foreign governments and international organisations

Public corporations and private enterprises

Non-profit institutions

Households 

Payments for capital assets

Buildings and other fixed structures

Machinery and equipment

Heritage Assets

Specialised military assets

Biological assets

Land and sub-soil assets

Software and other intangible assets

Payments for financial assets

Total economic classification

2020/21
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In addition, the Annexure to OPRE makes provision for the expansion of economic classification of 
payment items to be included under the category: “Goods and Services” (38 level 4 items). These 
items bring attention to a number of payment items and foster improved transparency with regard to 
some of the relevant detail.   

For detailed information about the Economic Classifications, please refer to the guide to the 
economic reporting format, September 2009. 

. 
5.4 Payments by functional area 

In the EPRE, payments are not only classified according to the economic classification, but also in 
terms of functional type. The functional classification is sometimes called a “government purpose 
classification” or “payments by policy area”, and is designed to reflect the distribution of spending 
among the various services provided. As such, it is a useful tool for tracing the implementation and 
direction of government policies. Further details on this classification are provided in the Guide for 
Implementing the New Economic Reporting Format, September 2009. This classification is done at 
the lowest possible functional level (activity level) and incorporated into the objective structure of 
the financial systems.  

To assist provincial departments with guidance and in attaining a better alignment between current 
budget and programme structures and the functional categories we have included the functional 
classification table (refer to Table 4 in the Examples and Definitions section) prepared by the 
KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Treasury as a good practice. The province has done extensive work on 
the transition to the functional classification approach and the example serves as a useful interim 
guide until a standardised approach has been developed by the National Treasury. 

Table 1.12 shows the audited outcome for the period 2017/18 to 2019/20, Main Appropriation, 
Adjusted Appropriation and Revised Estimates for 2020/21 and budgets for the MTEF, by 
government purpose or functional area. Each programme should be classified, and its payments 
shown, according to the functional area within the table. The detailed classification will depend on 
the programme and sub-programme structure of the Votes in a province. Where a programme spans 
more than one function, the payments should be assigned by sub-programme and not only by 
programme. A bridging table (Table A.4 (a) in the Annexure to Overview of Provincial Revenue 
and Expenditure) may be useful in this regard. The development of payments and budgets for the 
different functional areas should also be discussed.  

 
The detailed information on the payments by functional area is presented in Table A.4 (b) in the 
Annexure to Overview of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure. 

Table 1.12: Summary of provincial payments and estimates by functional area

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

General public services

Public order and safety

Economic affairs

Environmental protection

Housing and community amenities

Health

Recreation, culture and religion

Education

Social protection

Total provincial payments and estimates by policy area

2020/21
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5.5 Infrastructure payments 

The Budget Cycle is a three-year cycle consisting of planning, implementation and closure processes 
being undertaken in each year. It is clear that in any single year, departments will concurrently be 
dealing with these different activities of the MTEF, namely:  

 Closure activities for the previous year’s implementation; 

 Implementation activities for the current year’s implementation; and 

 Planning activities for next years’ implementation. 

There is a need, therefore, to allocate sufficient time for planning, design and tendering to take place 
from the time that the approved projects list is given to the implementing agent to implementation. 
Infrastructure (User) Asset Management Plans (IAMP/UAMP) must be prepared and updated 
annually, outlining the asset activities and resources required to provide a defined level of service in 
the most cost-effective way. The plan must include a list of programmes and projects for a minimum 
of five years or more. The IAMP/UAMP must inform the development of the Infrastructure 
Programme Management Plan (IPMP) and Infrastructure Procurement Strategy (IPS).  This will 
ensure that all programmes implemented over the MTEF period are aligned with broader strategic 
objectives of government.   

Further, the Infrastructure Delivery Management System (IDMS) provides guidelines on the 
processes to be followed when delivering infrastructure. The IDMS is supported by the Framework 
for Infrastructure Delivery and Procurement Management (FIDPM) issued as Treasury Instruction 
03 of 2019, effective from 01 October 2019. 

The submission of projects from the client department to the implementing agent must adhere to a 
formal process in which all parties agree to do exactly what needs to be done, where, by whom, 
when, and at what cost. To facilitate the process of agreement between parties, three plans have to 
be put in place, which are: 

 The IPMP by the client department 

 The Infrastructure Procurement Strategy, and 

 The Infrastructure Programme Implementation Plan (IPIP) by the implementing agent 

The IPMP stipulates what the client department intends to achieve over the next 3 years of 
implementation. The implementing agent responds to the IPMP through the development of an IPIP 
which validates the implementing agents’ understanding of what needs to be done and explicitly 
indicates how this will be achieved, when and by whom.  

Once the client department has approved the IPIP that is submitted by the implementing agent, the 
implementing agent is able to continue with detailed project designs, followed by the project 
tendering process, depending on the type of projects to be implemented. Multi-year project 
implementation for projects planned in Year 0 of the MTEF would typically start in Year 2 of that 
MTEF allowing for one year lead for project design and tendering. These phases should take up 
most of the following year resulting in a detailed plan with associated realistic costing, timeframes 
and cash flows for each project. The detailed planning and design undertaken would assist in 
establishing exactly what multi-year commitments are required to complete the projects.  

Table 1.13(a) provides a summary of provincial infrastructure payments and estimates that must be 
presented for each Vote. Table 1.13(b) presents a summary of infrastructure payments by category. 
Table 1.13(c) presents a summary of infrastructure payments by source of funding. The totals for 
the three tables must be the same. 
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Table 1.13(a): Summary of provincial infrastructure payments and estimates by Vote

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Vote 01: Office of the Premier

Vote 02: Provincial Legislature

….

Vote xx: ….

Total provincial infrastructure payments and estimates

2020/21

 
 
Table 1.13(b): Summary of provincial infrastructure payments and estimates by Category

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Existing infrastructure assets

Maintenance and repairs

Upgrades and additions

Refurbishment and rehabilitation

New infrastructure assets
Infrastructure transfers

Current
Capital

Infrastructure payments for financial assets
Infrastructure leases
Non Infrastructure

Total provincial infrastructure payments and estimates
1

1. Total provincial infrastructure is the sum of "Capital" plus "Recurrent maintenance". This includes non infrastructure items.

2020/21

 
 
Table 1.13(c): Summary of provincial infrastructure payments and estimates by Source of Funding

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Provincial Equitable Share

Conditional grants1

Education Infrastructure Grant

Health Infrastructure Grant

Provincial Roads Maintenance Grant

…………………

Own revenue

Total provincial infrastructure payments and estimates2

1. Include all relevant Conditional Grants per sector

2. Total provincial infrastructure is the sum of "Capital" plus "Recurrent maintenance".

2020/21

 
 

Provinces are requested to present details of infrastructure investment estimates in the relevant Vote, 
as referred to in Table B.5 in the Annexure to EPRE in this document. The infrastructure investments 
(project and programmes) should comprise of the project/programmes that have commitments and 
have not been completed (all project that have not reached hand over/final completion) from the 
previous financial year, and additional projects/programmes to be implemented over the MTEF.  The 
Infrastructure Reporting Model (IRM) is configured to accommodate the capturing of multi-year 
projects and to export of project information to the Table B.5, which will ensure consistency of 
project/programme information. Departments are required to capture project/programme 
information over the MTEF and export the Table B5 on the IRM to the database. Provinces must 
ensure that there is alignment of project/programme information from U-AMPs, IPMPs, and IRM.  

Flexibility is provided in cases where provinces decide to complete a separate Budget Statement 3 
or Estimates of Capital Expenditure. To maintain consistency, such provinces are required to still 
comply with the format and presentation of project information outlined for the EPRE.  

5.5.1. Maintenance of provincial infrastructure 

The stock of infrastructure that is owned by government and its agencies is vast and increasing at a 
rapid rate. However, the level of maintenance of this stock varies greatly from sector to sector and 
sometimes, also from institution to institution. Infrastructure assets should be planned and budgeted 
for throughout their life-cycle. This will ensure that assets operate efficiently and are maintained 
cost effectively. Unless maintenance is improved in these sectors, funds to address the cost of repairs 
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and unplanned replacements will have to be sourced from capital budgets. This will severely limit 
the programme for addressing maintenance backlogs and expanding service delivery.  

The existence of an asset management system, updated regularly, through condition assessments on 
existing facilities, will foster proper planning and budgeting for maintenance. Section 38(1) (d) of 
the PFMA states that, “The accounting officer for a department, trading entity or constitutional 
institution - is responsible for the management, including the safeguarding and the maintenance of 
the assets of the department, trading entity or constitutional institution”. 

The IRM provides details per facility or asset. Departments are required to detail all packaged 
maintenance programmes to individual projects per facility or asset type; e.g., schools’ maintenance 
programme must be unpacked by name of each individual school under sub project tab on the IRM. 

5.5.2. Provincial infrastructure transfers 

Provincial infrastructure payments or estimates by vote must include transfers made for the delivery 
of provincial infrastructure. Hence, aggregation on the vote table must equal that on the 
infrastructure by category table. 

5.5.3. Non infrastructure items 

Non Infrastructure refer to items/projects that do not fall within the category of building and other 
fixed structures, such as machinery, equipment, furniture, compensation of employees, and do not 
fall within the four ‘nature of investment’ categories. 

5.6 Provincial Public-Private Partnership (PPP) projects 

This section presents a summary of all provincial PPP projects under implementation as well as 
proposed projects. The details thereof are to be presented in the relevant Vote as referred to in 
Section 5.5 of the EPRE in this document. In addition, a short narrative about the manner in which 
the PPP provides an affordable, cost effective solution for a service should be presented. Thereafter, 
a table is set forth, Table 1.14: Summary of provincial Public-Private Partnership (PPP) projects.  

To limit incorrect assumptions regarding the possible existence of PPP projects, provinces are 
advised to indicate in the write up if there are no PPPs i.e. “This province does not have any PPP 
projects”.  

The following Explanatory Notes are provided to assist provinces with the presentation of 
information on PPP projects: 

 The Unitary Charge, typically increased by CPI, is set in the PPP Agreement.  It may be reduced 
by penalties assessed against the private party service provider as prescribed in the PPP 
Agreement.  Actual amounts must be captured for the three fiscal years preceding the current 
fiscal year. For future fiscal years, do not assume any penalties, and increase the Unitary Charge 
by CPI. 

 If the department has retained external advisors, or an outsourced Contract Manager, the actual 
amounts paid should be entered for the three fiscal years preceding the current fiscal year.  If the 
advisory contracts extend to future fiscal years, the amounts to be entered should be the current 
year’s amount increased by CPI. 

 Costs borne by the department are all full-time PPP contract management staff, plus overheads, 
calculated at a percentage of salary only. Overheads may include items such as rent, electricity, 
water and sewerage, and any other cost directly related to monitoring of the project. A 
benchmark amount for overhead costs could be about 18 per cent, but will vary depending on 
the project. The applicable proportion of part-time PPP contract management staff should be 
determined, as well as their proportional overheads.  Project monitoring costs also include the 
cost the department incurs for obtaining National Treasury approval of any variation to the PPP 
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agreement. Actual costs incurred for the three fiscal years preceding the current fiscal year 
should be captured.  Costs for the future fiscal years should be estimated by increasing current 
year costs by CPI. 

 Certain PPPs require the private sector to pay a concession fee to government.  Other PPPs 
involve the sharing of revenues generated by the PPP.  Actual costs incurred for the three fiscal 
years preceding the current fiscal year should be captured.  For future fiscal years, an estimation 
of the amounts to be received during the current fiscal year, increased by CPI should be captured.  

 Most PPP Agreements, involving Unitary fee payments require the department to pay off the 
adjusted debt incurred by the private party to construct the infrastructure upon the termination 
of the PPP Agreement prior to its expiry date, regardless of the cause of the termination.  These 
contingent liabilities are highest at the outset of the PPP and reduces in as the PPP progresses.  
These amounts may be increased if a variation occurs during the course of the PPP.  The amounts 
to be entered in this row should represent the department’s estimation of its contingent PPP 
liabilities discounted by the probability that termination will occur during a specific fiscal year. 

 Capital payment is an upfront payment by a Department to partly cover building costs and will 
reduce the capital payment portion of the Unitary Charge. 

Table 1.14: Summary of provincial Public-Private Partnership (PPP) projects
Annual cost of project

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised

 estimate
Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Projects signed in terms of Treasury Regulation 16

PPP unitary charge
1

of which:

for the capital portion (principal plus interest)

for services provided by the operator

Advisory fees2

Project monitoring cost3

Revenue generated (if applicable)4

Contingent liabilities (information)5

Projects in preparation, registered in terms of Treasury Regulation 16 
*

Advisory fees

Project team cost

Site acquisition 

Capital payment (where applicable)
6

Other project costs

Total

* Only projects that have received Treasury Approval

2020/21

 
 
5.7 Transfers 

This section presents Transfers to selected entities, which is as follows: 

 Transfers, by department, to public entities falling within the governing framework;  

 All transfers to development corporations, by entity, including those transfers already 
incorporated in the “transfers to public entities” category; and 

 Transfers, by category A, B and C, to local government (municipalities). 

 Should there be no transfers to either of the above, it is advised that the department indicates so 
narratively under the relevant section, i.e. (“There are no transfers for Public Entities or Local 
Government”) 

The details thereof are to be presented in the relevant Vote as referred to in Section 7.6 of Estimates 
of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure in this document.  
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5.7.1. Transfers to public entities 

A summary of all transfers to public entities is presented and summarised by transferring department. 
The details thereof are to be presented in the relevant Vote as referred to in Section 5.6.1 of EPRE 
in this document.  

Table 1.15: Summary of provincial transfers to public entities by transferring department

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24
Vote 01: Office of the Premier
Vote 02: Provincial Legislature
….
Vote xx: ….
Total provincial transfers to public entities

2020/21

 

5.7.2. Transfers to development corporations 

A summary of transfers to development corporations, by entity, including those transfers already 
incorporated in the “transfers to public entities” category is presented here.  

Table 1.16: Summary of provincial transfers to development corporations by entity

Entity Provincial department Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Entity 1 Vote 01: …

Entity 2 Vote 02: …..

… ….

Entity xx Vote xx: ….

Total provincial transfers to development corporations

2020/21

 

5.7.3. Transfers to local government 

A summary of all transfers to local government, by category, is presented here.  

Table 1.17: Summary of provincial transfers to local government by category

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Category A

Category B

Category C

Total provincial transfers to local government

2020/21

 

The detailed information on the transfers to local government is presented in Table A.5 in the 
Annexure to the Overview of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure. An insightful example of how 
this should be treated is taken from the 2011 KwaZulu-Natal EPRE, which is attached to this 
document under “Definitions and Examples”, referred to as “Table 2: transfers to municipalities”.  

National Treasury proposes a consistent categorisation and classification of provincial payments and 
estimates into category A, B and C municipalities, districts and ultimately municipal wards (although 
this is the direction we have embarked upon, it may not currently be practical for inclusion in EPRE). 
In this regard, the ultimate aim is to monitor allocations by municipal ward.  

A high level summary of provincial payments and estimates by, district and local municipality 
(where the money has been spent and to be spent over the MTEF), is presented in Table A.6 in the 
Annexure to Overview of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure. An insightful example of how this 
should be treated is seen from the Eastern Cape Provincial Government Overview of Provincial 
Revenue and Expenditures, 2017 which is attached to this document under “Definitions and 
Examples” referred to as Table 3. There is however no standard approach to exactly how expenditure 
should be allocated. For example, there are matters such as how to apportion expenditure of Head 
Offices and District offices as it will skew expenditure in more economically active areas if allocated 
strictly geographically. More discussion will be taken on this matter and provinces are encouraged 
to provide National Treasury with inputs.  
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Tables have been added to the ‘Definitions and Examples’, which provide a reference point for the 
updated tables for gazetting of school allocations and hospital budgets as required by the annual 
DoRA. It is not advisable to include these tables in the provincial budget documentation as the 
amounts will more than likely not be gazetted at the time of the tabling of the budget as departmental 
budgets are not formally approved by the provincial legislature yet.  

The SCOA Technical Committee and the OAG conducted a detailed review of the chart items, to 
cater separately for the classification of inventory and consumables. According to SCOA 
classification circular 3 of 2013, “Inventory comprises of goods that are core to the achievement of 
the department’s service delivery objectives. All other goods are classified as consumables”. Further 
detailed explanation in this regard is contained in the circular.  

The SCOA Technical Committee has issued classification circular 21 of 2018, which provides clarity 
on the difference between classification of ‘Transfers and Subsidies’ versus ‘Goods and 
Services’/’Capital Assets’. The main reason for issuing the circular is to assist provinces to budget 
correctly and so doing avoid corrections in the Adjustment Budget or at the end of the financial year.   

Provinces should note that departments of Human Settlements should also be presenting budgets, 
expenditure and reporting correctly, in respect of classification of ‘Transfers and Subsidies’ versus 
‘Goods and Services’/’Capital Assets’. However, the sector has an interim dispensation for 
classification of payments as documented in the updated “Human Settlements Departments: 
Transition Guide on Classification of Expenditure” issued by National Treasury in February 2020. 
National Treasury is currently reviewing the classification of Human Settlements budgets for 
planned future implementation in line with the ERF.  

The SCOA Technical Committee has also issued classification circular 30 of 2020 which provides 
guidance and updates to classification of expenditure related to the COVID-19 pandemic. Provinces 
can download copies of the circulars on the SCOA website at the following link: 
http://scoa.treasury.gov.za/Pages/Circulars.aspx . 

 
5.8 Personnel numbers and costs 

In Table 1.18 below, provincial treasuries should provide a summary of personnel numbers and the 
cost thereof by Vote. A further breakdown by programme will be required in EPRE (Section 9.3.1). 
Table 1.18: Summary of personnel numbers and costs by Vote

Actual Revised estimate Medium-term expenditure estimate

R thousands

Personnel 

numbers1  Costs 
Personnel 

numbers1  Costs 
Personnel 

numbers1  Costs 
Filled
 posts

Additional 
posts

Personnel 

numbers1  Costs 
Personnel 

numbers1  Costs 
Personnel 

numbers1  Costs 
Personnel 

numbers1  Costs 
 Personnel 
growth rate 

 Costs growth 
rate 

 % Costs
 of

 Total  

Vote

Vote 01: Office of the Premier  –  –  –  –

Vote 02: Provincial Legislature  –  –  –  –

….  –  –  –  –

Vote xx: ….  –  –  –  –

Total personnel numbers and costs  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –
1. Personnel numbers includes all filled posts together with those posts additional to the approved establishment

 Average annual growth over MTEF  

2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2020/21-2023/24

 

The purpose of the information in this table to highlight vacancies and associated service delivery 
risks. National Treasury has developed a personnel costing model to assist provinces to compile 
more accurate personnel budgets. Compensation of employees is ordinarily a major component of 
each department’s budget and if budgeted for more accurately, the budget on the whole should be 
more precise.  

 

5.9 Payments on training 

Payments on training constitutes a group of items that provide detail about staff development and 
the related costs including, external training or the development of training materials and manuals 
for internal training.  
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A summary of payments on training is presented here. Table 1.19 requires a presentation of training 
payments by Vote, which should include subsistence and travel, registration, payments on tuition, 
etc. Detailed information by programme for payments on training will be required in the EPRE 
(Section 9.3.2). 

Table 1.19: Summary of provincial payments on training by Vote

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Vote 01: Office of the Premier

Vote 02: Provincial Legislature

….

Vote xx: ….

Total provincial personnel trained

2020/21

  
 

6. Provincial database for the 2021 Budget 
Provincial treasuries are provided with an electronic Excel database file, which complements this 
document. Please note that detailed information is required in the database but should not necessarily 
be part of the EPRE. One such example is the “Transfers and subsidies” category which should only 
be shown as indicated in Table 1.11, Table A.3, Table 2.4 and Table B3 but detailed information is 
required in the database where a distinction is made between current and capital transfers and 
subsidies. 

The value of such a database is not only confined to the EPRE but could also be extended to the data 
process supporting the Provincial Budget and Expenditure Review and the Provincial Benchmarking 
Exercise, to name a few. 

The database does not provide for all the information laid out in the Guide (as the file might become 
less easily manageable) but caters for receipts, payments, personnel numbers and cost, payments for 
training, transfers to municipalities, transfers to public entities and detail on public entities. It has 
been based on a number of principles to ensure correctness of numbers, assist with easy 
consolidation on a higher level and easy interaction with other spread sheets and applications. 
Following are notes of principles on which the database was built, pointers for completion and the 
structure of the database. 

One key principle in developing a database is to limit the duplication of data. In addition to this is 
to improve the ability to extract meaningful data, specifically with regards to new priorities, for 
monitoring Government expenditure. The following aspects could contribute to this and was taken 
into account with the development of the database: 

6.1  There should only be one point of data entry: 

The ideal is that a number for a specific item should not be captured in more than one location. Links 
can be used from that central point to populate other tables and files. This will ensure easy and 
effective maintenance of the database and consistency in numbers of the same item published in 
separate tables.  

To illustrate by way of an example, if payments for programme 1 in education are captured in two 
different places in the database, the possibility of making a typing error between the two places does 
exist. If the number changes, the user has to remember that both cells have to be corrected. It is very 
difficult to keep track of where it should be changed and also if all the cells that need to be changed 
have in fact been changed.  
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6.2 Linking between files: 

The database has been developed to assist to link files more easily. A very useful way of preventing 
capturing errors is by making use of links between files. In order to streamline the linking process, 
the structure of the files is very important. 

The database has been developed to cater for 20 departments, 20 programmes and 20 sub-
programmes which then rolls up to different summary sheets. Although not all 20 
departments/programmes/sub-programmes are ever used, provision is made for this amount as the 
links to other tables can then be put in place long before the data is captured. This type of structure 
also contributes greatly to easy consolidation of numbers. 

Having a 'master' set of numbers will also make the updating of links between files much less 
complicated.  
 
6.3 Naming conventions: 

In order to streamline the linking process and updating of links between files, it is suggested that a 
standard set of naming conventions be developed. For instance, the National Treasury uses the same 
set of abbreviations for provinces in file names namely EC, FS, GT, etc. By doing this, files do not 
have to be re-linked but only the source of the links be changed and this can be done in a few seconds. 

For more information, please refer to the 2021 Provincial Database, in particular the “Comments” 
sheet. 
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 TabA.1: Details of information on provincial own receipts 
Table A.1: Details of total provincial own receipts

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Tax receipts

Casino taxes

Horse racing taxes

Liquor licences

Motor vehicle licences

Sales of goods and services other than capital assets

Sale of goods and services produced by department (excluding capital assets)

Sales by market establishments

Administrative fees 

Other sales

Of which

Health patient fees

Other (Specify)

Other (Specify)

Other (Specify)

Sales of scrap, waste, arms and other used current goods (excluding capital assets)

Transfers received from:

Other governmental units

Higher education institutions

Foreign governments

International organisations

Public corporations and private enterprises

Households and non-profit institutions

Fines, penalties and forfeits

Interest, dividends and rent on land

Interest

Dividends 

Rent on land

Sales of capital assets

Land and sub-soil assets

Other capital assets

Transactions in financial assets and liabilities

Total provincial own receipts

2020/21

 
 



 

 

 

 

Table A.2: Details of information on conditional grants 
 
Table A.2: Information relating to Conditional grants

R thousand 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Vote 1

Grant name

Grant name

Vote 2

Grant name

Grant name

Vote …

Grant name

Grant name

Total conditional grants

Revised 
expen-diture 

estimate
Medium-term estimates

2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Adjusted 
appro-

priation

Actual 
transfer

Audited 
expen-
diture

Adjusted 
appro-

priation

Revised 
transfer 
estimate

Adjusted 
appro-

priation

Actual 
transfer

Audited 
expen-
diture

Vote and Grant Purpose
Adjusted 

appro-
priation

Actual 
transfer

Audited 
expen-
diture

 
 

 
 
 



 

 

 

Table A.3: Details of information on provincial payments and estimates 
Table A.3: Details of provincial payments and estimates by economic classification

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24
Current payments

Compensation of employees 
Salaries and wages
Social contributions

Goods and services 
Administrative fees

Advertising

Minor assets

Audit cost: External

Bursaries (Employees)

Catering: Departmental activities

Communication

Computer services

Consultants: Business and advisory services

Infrastructure and planning services

Laboratory services

Science and technological services

Legal services

Contractors

Agency and support / outsourced services

Entertainment

Fleet services (including government motor transport)

Housing

Inventory: Clothing material and accessories

Inventory: Farming supplies

Inventory: Food and food supplies

Inventory: Fuel, oil and gas

Inventory: Learner and teacher support material

Inventory: Materials and supplies

Inventory: Medical supplies

Inventory: Medicine

Medsas inventory interface

Inventory: Other supplies

Consumable supplies

Consumable: Stationery,printing and office supplies

Operating leases

Property payments

Transport provided as part of departmental activity

Travel and subsistence

Training and development

Operating payments

Venues and facilities

Rental and hiring
Interest and rent on land 

Interest
Rent on land

Transfers and subsidies to1:
Provinces and municipalities 

Provinces2

Provincial Revenue Funds

Provincial agencies and funds

Municipalities3

Municipalities

Municipal agencies and funds

Departmental agencies and accounts

Social security funds

Departmental agencies (non-business entities)

Higher education institutions

Foreign governments and international organisations

Public corporations and private enterprises5

Public corporations

Subsidies on production

Other transfers

Private enterprises

Subsidies on production

Other transfers

Non-profit institutions

Households 

Social benefits

Other transfers to households

Payments for capital assets
Buildings and other fixed structures

Buildings
Other fixed structures

Machinery and equipment
Transport equipment
Other machinery and equipment

Heritage assets
Specialised military assets
Biological assets
Land and sub-soil assets
Software and other intangible assets

Of which: Capitalised compensation 6

Of which: Capitalised goods and services 6

Payments for financial assets

Total economic classification

1) Details of capital transfers to be included in a note to the budget statement.
2) Includes all grants to provinces and grants from national departments to provincial entities.
3) Includes all grants to local government and grants from national departments to local government entities.
4) This only includes national agencies grouped into various categories, e.g. regulatory, SETA's, etc. - no business entities included here.
5) Category exclusively for business like entities, National Treasury to decide which entities to be included.
6) Refer to the Guidelines for Implementing the New Economic Reporting Formats - October 2009.

2020/21

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

Table A.4 (a): Details of payments by functional area  
 
Table A.4(a): Payments summary by functional area (simple example of bridging table)

Function Category Department Programme

General public services Legislative Premier Administration

Management services

Provincial Legislature Administration

National Council of Provinces

Management services

Financial and fiscal affairs Finance Administration

Financial planning and resource management

Financial management

Procurement
Management services

Public order and safety Police services Provincial Safety and Liaison Administration

Economic Affairs General economic affairs Economic Affairs Administration

Trade, industry and tourism development

Economic and development services

Consumer protection and inspectorate services

Management services

Agriculture Agriculture Administration
 Agricultural development and research

Veterinary services

Conservation management

Environmental management

Specialist environmental services

Management services

Transport Transport Roads

Road traffic and law enforcement
Transport

Communication Tourism Tourism

Environmental Protection Environmental protection Conservation management

Environmental management
Specialist environmental services

Housing and community amenities Housing development Housing Technical service

Planning and development

Health Outpatient service Health District health services

Primary nutrition programme
R&D health (CS) Health science
Hospital services Provincial hospital services

Specialised hospital services

Recreation, culture and religion Recreational and sporting services Sport, recreation, arts and culture Sport and recreation

Cultural services Art, culture and heritage

Facility development 

Education Pre-primary and primary Education Pre-primary

Primary
Secondary education Secondary
Subsidiary service to education Provision of subsidiary
Education not definable by level ABET

Social protection Social security services Social service and Administration

population development Social security

Social assistance

Social welfare services

Social development

Population development

Management services

 
 
 
 
  



 

 

 

Table A.4 (b): Details of payments by functional area 
 

Table A.4(b): Details of provincial payments and estimates by functional area

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

General Public Services

Executive and Legislature

Office of the Premier

RDP

Provincial Legislature

Financial and Fiscal Services

Provincial Treasury

General Services (Public Works, Local Government)

Total: General Public Services

Public Order and Safety

Police Services

Safety and Liaison

Total: Public Order and Safety

Economic Affairs

General Economic Affairs

Dept of Economic Affairs

Agriculture

Dept of Agriculture Affairs

Transport

Department of Transport

Total: Economic Affairs

Environmental Protection

Environmental Protection

Total: Environmental Protection

Housing and Community Amenities

Housing Development

Department of Housing

Total: Housing and Community Amenities

Health

Outpatient services

R and D Health (CS)

Hospital Services

Total: Health

Recreation, Culture and Religion

Sporting and Recreational Affairs

Sport, Arts and Culture

Total: Recreation, Culture and Religion

Education

Pre-primary & Primary Phases

Secondary Education Phase

Subsidised Services to Education

Education not defined by level

Total: Education

Social protection

Social Security Services

Social Services and Population Development

Total: Social protection

Total provincial payments and estimates by functional area

2020/21
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Table A.5: Details of transfers to local government 
 

Table A.5: Transfers to local government by category and municipality

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Category A

Municipality 1

…

Municipality xx

Category B

Municipality 1

….

Municipality xx

Category C

Municipality 1

…

Municipality xx

Total transfers to local government

2020/21
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Table A.6: Details of provincial payments and estimates by district and local municipality 
 
Table A.6: Summary of provincial payments and estimates by district and local municipality

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Metro (name)

District 1 (name)

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

District 2

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

District 3

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

District 4

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

District 5

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

District n

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

Total provincial payments by district and local municipality

2020/21
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Introduction 
Departmental inputs are provided the in EPRE and are the culmination of a comprehensive budget 
process, involving the discussion of policy priorities and matching available resources to costed 
plans. The matching of resources to plans assists in the better alignment of service delivery 
commitments and multi-year budgets, as published in the Provincial Estimates of Revenue and 
Expenditures.  

The EPRE is considered a summary of the departmental Strategic and Performance Plan to a level 
at which the legislature and the public can engage the provincial departments. It further contains a 
detailed analysis of departmental receipt and payment performance; covering infrastructure 
payments; transfers to public entities and local government; personnel numbers and costs; and 
payments on training. It also provides departments with an opportunity to analyse the various trends 
and provide a narrative thereto. 

One of the key aims of the EPRE is to provide a minimum set of information on receipts, payments, 
budget and programme structures together with departmental objectives and service delivery 
measures up to sub-programme level.  

This document also makes provision for the presentation of budget information in instances where 
a Vote represents a “combination of departments” for which uniform budget and programme 
structures have been agreed upon. In such cases, budget information should be provided at a sub-
sub-programme level. Examples of such combined departments are the following: Cooperative 
Governance, Human Settlements and Traditional Affairs; Sports, Arts and Culture; Public Works, 
Roads and Transport; and Agriculture and Environmental Affairs. The Budget and Programme 
Structure guide gives examples of such combined departments. An example of how this should be 
treated could also be sourced from the KwaZulu-Natal EPRE, 2004 and is presented in Section 7 of 
EPRE, Table 2.11. The exception to this rule relates to cases in the social services (Education, Health 
and Social Development) sector. Where these departments are combined, as it is sometimes the case 
with Health and Social Development, it is required that two separate EPRE budget documents be 
compiled and presented.  

The standardised budget and programme structure and definitions for the main departmental budgets 
must be used. Fourteen sectors have agreed upon uniform budget and programme structures, which 
apart from the Social Services Sectors (Education, Health and Social Development) include: 
Agriculture; Environmental Affairs; Human Settlements; Cooperative Governance and Traditional 
Affairs; Public Works; Economic Development; Office of the Premier; Transport; Sport, Arts and 
Culture; Provincial Legislatures, Tourism and Provincial Treasuries, some of which were 
successfully implemented since the 2005 Budget. As part of the budget and programme structure 
review process, a new structure was developed for the Rural Development sector. The budget and 
programme structure guide is amended with the agreed structures as soon as it has been formally 
signed off by the relevant sector authority.   

This document further alludes to uniform classification of own receipts received by provincial 
legislatures and proposes how this should be brought into the budget process.  

Each Vote per programme should include a summary of the economic classification, which is 
compatible with GFS and according to the Economic Reporting Format. In cases where programmes 
are broken down to sub-programme and sub-sub-programme level, the economic classification 
should be presented per programme only.  

In the Overview of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure and its Annexure, the Economic Reporting 
Format must be presented inclusive of empty / blank lines, which will provide a more enhanced and 
detailed description of the Overview of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure. In the case of the EPRE 
and its Annexure, only relevant information (tables) and certain lines within tables providing data 
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should be disclosed. This will add significant quality to the document as more detail is reflected in 
the Overview of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure and its Annexure while irrelevant tables and 
lines within tables are omitted from the EPRE and its Annexure. 

Programme 1 of each Vote normally provides administrative and management support functions to 
the Office of the Member of the Executive Council (MEC) and head of department, but this may 
differ for the Provincial Legislature. Only the payments and estimates of this programme should be 
presented for each Vote.  

The aim of the budget reform programme is to ensure budgeting for the full cost of a programme. 
Therefore, provinces should ensure that appropriations for Programme 1 are minimised as far as 
possible, by allocating administrative costs to the appropriate programme. Programmes similar to 
administration such as corporate services should also be treated in this manner. 

The numbers in the tables included in the 2020/21 financial year under the revised estimates column 
should refer to the actual position as at 31 December 2020 and realistic projections for the remaining 
months of the financial year.                                                                                     
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Votes 
The information in the following section should be provided for each Vote. 

Department of (Name)                                                   Vote number 

To be appropriated by Vote in 2021/22 R xxx xxx 000 

Direct Charge R x xxx 000  (Legislature only) 

Responsible MEC MEC of (department/s) 

Administrating Department Department of (name) 

Accounting Officer Title and department (no names of persons) 

 

1. Overview 
In this section the department should provide the following information: 

 A brief description of the core functions and responsibilities of the department, as well as its 
vision and mission statements (outputs/interventions and strategic policy directions); 

 A short overview of the main services that the department intends to deliver, with details of the 
quantity and the quality of service; 

 Where relevant, a brief analysis of the demands for and expected changes in the services, and 
the resources (financial, personnel, infrastructure, etc.) available to match these; 

 The Acts, rules and regulations the department must consider; and 

 Brief information on external activities and events relevant to budget decisions. 

1.1  Aligning departmental budgets to achieve government’s prescribed 
outcomes 

To enhance the change agenda in government, the Presidency has identified 7 priorities in the MTSF 
to address the main strategic priorities for government. The State of the Nation Address (SONA) of 
the President of the Republic further refers to seven strategic priorities. 

Departments need to carefully consider the outcomes and strategic priorities identified by the 
Presidency and determine a strategy towards the achievement of these outcomes within the resources 
available. In this regard, a short narrative is required by provincial departments to briefly illustrate 
significant achievements towards the realization of these outcomes. A brief highlight of the impact 
of the COVID-19 pandemic on the strategic outcomes of the department should be included. 

2. Review of the current financial year (2020/21) 
This section corresponds with the “Outlook for the coming budget year” as presented in last year’s 
EPRE. It should report on the implementation of new policy priorities, main events, and past 
challenges. The department should also indicate how budgets have responded to the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

In all tables, the 2020/21 financial year has three columns (Main Appropriation, Adjusted 
Appropriation and Revised Estimates). It addresses problems experienced in the past, which relate 
to establishing/determining the departmental "bottom line" for purposes of the Budget Review, 
Medium Term Budget Policy Statement and Intergovernmental Fiscal Review.  
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3. Outlook for the coming financial year (2021/22) 
This section highlights the department’s key focus areas for the coming year, particularly new policy 
priorities, significant events and challenges. Departments should be cautious not to discuss internal 
operational activities but only matters that relate to service delivery. Sections 1 to 3 should not cover 
more than 2 or 3 pages depending on the extent of the budget appropriated to a department. 

4. Reprioritisation 
This section is compulsory following discussions with provinces; the intention is to provide a 
narrative on how the department was able to reprioritise funds to augment allocations toward 
national and provincial priorities and core spending activities. The departments should also indicate 
how budgets have been reprioritised to respond to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

5. Procurement  
This section is compulsory following discussions with provinces. The department will be required 
to provide a high level summary of planned major procurement for the upcoming budget year and 
over the MTEF of which the detail can be found in the procurement plan submitted to the provincial 
treasury. The department should make specific mention of up to at least five of the major 
procurement initiatives relative to its policy significance and service delivery importance for the 
department. National Treasury may provide a template in this regard.  

This section will also afford the department the opportunity to briefly make mention of initiatives to 
improve Supply Chain Management and deal with capacity deficiencies.  

6. Receipts and financing 
The following sources of funding are used for the Vote: 

6.1. Summary of receipts 

Departments are requested to note that the item, classified under departmental receipts in Table 2.1 
refers to total departmental receipts. A further requirement is that departments need to individually 
specify the allocations for the different conditional grants. This is to ensure that transparency is 
apparent for conditional grants received by the departments. To further accommodate this, an 
optional annexure Table B.3a depicting the conditional grants per programme and economic 
classification has been added, this will assist stakeholders in identifying how the grant will be spent 
and prompting discussions etc.  

Table 2.1: Summary of receipts: (name of department)

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Equitable share

Conditional grants

Grant name

Grant name

…

Grant name

Departmental receipts

Total receipts

2020/21

 
 
Arrangements with regard to the allocation of revenue within provinces differ. In some provinces 
the summary of departmental receipts is differentiated in terms of equitable share, conditional grants 
and departmental receipts, while in others departmental revenue comprises only of two sources, i.e. 
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treasury allocation (equitable share) and conditional grants. To provide for this, a simple approach 
is proposed. Provinces that allocate revenue based only on treasury allocation (equitable share) and 
conditional grants are requested to only complete those items in Table 2.1 and not show the 
departmental receipts line, while those that differentiate between equitable share, conditional grants 
and departmental receipts are required to complete the entire Table 2.1. It is envisaged that 
departments would migrate to a position whereby they retain a certain portion of their departmental 
receipts, in line with a revenue retention policy within the province. 

6.2.  Departmental receipts collection 

Table 2.2 gives a summary of the receipts the department is responsible for collecting. 

Table 2.2: Departmental receipts collection: (name of department)

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24
Tax receipts

Casino taxes

Horse racing taxes

Liquor licences

Motor vehicle licences

Sales of goods and services other than capital assets

Transfers received

Fines, penalties and forfeits

Interest, dividends and rent on land

Sales of capital assets 

Transactions in financial assets and liabilities

Total departmental receipts

2020/21

  
 
The classification of departmental receipts distinguishes between tax receipts; sales of goods and 
services other than capital assets; transfers received; fines, penalties and forfeits; interest, dividends 
and rent on land; sales of capital assets; and transactions in financial assets and liabilities.  

A brief description of the different kinds of receipts and reasons for changes between the estimated 
receipts for the 2020/21 financial year and the MTEF years should be included. Departments should 
provide an explanation in instances where own receipt collection items experience a negative real 
growth rate between 2020/21 and 2021/22 financial years and indicate any once-off receipt items 
that needs to be considered in analysis of revenue trends. 

Departments should also provide a narrative on how they have arrived at their own revenue 
estimations, highlighting the once-off receipts, assumptions and why they have made adjustments 
from the previous year’s estimate. 

Departments are further required to provide more detail on receipts, which are presented in Table 
B.1, in the Annexure to EPRE. For the discussion with regard to revenue retention by legislatures, 
refer to Section 6 of EPRE in this document. 

6.3. Donor funding 

Should a department receive any foreign aid assistance, details should be presented here, indicating 
amounts and purposes. Table 2.2(a) provides for information on foreign aid assistance, which 
provides details of any terms and conditions attached to the funding. It should however be noted that 
funding from donors does not form part of a department’s appropriation and should be dealt with in 
accordance with the Reconstruction and Development Programme Fund Act, as amended. 
Furthermore, departments are reminded not to include agency receipts, such as funds received from 
SETAs, SANRAL and RTMC, under donor funding. 
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Table 2.2(a): Summary of department donor funding: (name of department)

Name of Donor Outcome
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Donor 1

Donor 2

…

Donor xx

Total department donor funding  

7. Payment summary  
This section contains information by programme (Table 2.3), economic classification in the ERF 
(Table 2.4), etc. It presents the main programmes, structure changes and expenditure trends in the 
Vote over the 7-year period and also reflects policy developments and departmental priorities. It is 
important to note that any proposed structural changes to departments, programmes and sub-
programmes within departments (where there have been function shifts or shifts as it relates to the 
rationalisation of programmes) for the 2020 Budget should also be adjusted in the historical (2017/18 
to 2019/20) and current financial years and be adjusted accordingly going forward. 

With regard to the tables, the numbers included in 2020/21 under the revised estimates column 
should refer to the actual position as at 31 December 2020 and realistic projections for the remaining 
months of the financial year. 

7.1. Key assumptions 

Certain broad assumptions are determined, which establish the basic foundation for crafting a 
budget. These assumptions provide a framework to government officials for setting priorities, 
determining service levels and allocating limited financial resources. 

The following general assumptions are actual examples taken from the 2007 Budget in guiding the 
development of a budget which is mainly driven by policy decisions: 

 Education budgets should make adequate provision for pay progression and incentives targeted 
at school-based educators and a scarce skills allowance for mathematics and science teachers in 
schools in the bottom two quintiles as well as adequate funding for personnel. 

 Social Development budgets must make adequate provision for the improved salary 
dispensation for social workers. 

 Assumptions for salary increases should be taken into account, amongst others, adjustments 
contained in the wage agreement. 

 Assumptions for inflation related items should be based on CPI projections. 

It is proposed that for the 2021/22 Budget, provinces should provide a list of assumptions which 
underpin the basic foundation for developing their budgets. The details thereof should be presented 
as part of each Vote. 

7.2. Programme summary 

Table 2.3 contains information by programme for the department. In instances where the MEC’s 
remuneration is included it should be disclosed as a footnote. 
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Table 2.3: Summary of payments and estimates: (name of department)

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Programme 1: Administration

Programme 2: (name)

….

Programme xx: (name)

Total payments and estimates: 

2020/21

 
 

Uniform treatment of the salary of the MEC: National Treasury would further like to promote 
uniform treatment of expenditure with regard to the salary of Political Office Bearers and in 
particular that of the Member of the Executive Council (MEC). The treatment of these payments is 
prescribed in the Remuneration of Public Office Bearers Amendment Act, 2000 (Act 9 of 2000).  

Section 6, sub-section 8 states that the amount payable in respect of salaries and allowances shall: 

a)  in respect of a Premier or a member of the Executive Council be paid from monies 
appropriated by the provincial legislature concerned for that purpose; and  

b)  in respect of other members of the provincial legislature annually form a direct charge 
against the Provincial Revenue Fund concerned as provided for by section 117(3) of the 
Constitution. 

Current practice dictates that the salary of Political Office Bearers is regarded as a statutory payment, 
in which case it would either be a direct charge against the Provincial Revenue Fund or a first charge 
against the departmental equitable share, in which case it would form part of the appropriated 
allocation as indicated above.  

Provinces should appropriate the funds whereby the salary of the MEC becomes a first charge on 
the departmental equitable share. National Treasury is of the view that the approach that leads to a 
first charge against the departmental equitable share, provides for clearer accountability with regard 
to spending of that particular Vote. It further promotes better planning and budgeting for 
expenditure, which include amongst others: Travel allowances, hotel accommodation, subsistence 
and the payment of allowances other than that of the salary of the MEC. 

Furthermore, inclusion of the relevant information on members of Legislature’ remuneration as a 
direct charge is mandatory according to the Public Finance Management Act (PFMA, 
Section 27.3(f)) and in line with disclosure in the Estimates of National Expenditure (ENE).   

7.3. Summary of economic classification 

The economic classification presented in Table 2.4 is reported in accordance with the Economic 
Reporting Format issued by the National Treasury in September 2009 and was implemented for all 
national and provincial departments as part of instilling the revised set of accounts as of April 2008. 
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Table 2.4: Summary of provincial payments and estimates by economic classification: (name of department)

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Current payments

Compensation of employees 

Goods and services 

Interest and rent on land 

Transfers and subsidies to:

Provinces and municipalities 

Departmental agencies and accounts

Higher education institutions

Foreign governments and international organisations

Public corporations and private enterprises

Non-profit institutions

Households 

Payments for capital assets

Buildings and other fixed structures

Machinery and equipment

Heritage Assets

Specialised military assets

Biological assets

Land and sub-soil assets

Software and other intangible assets

Payments for financial assets

Total economic classification: 

2020/21

 
 

Departments are required to provide more detail on payments and estimates, which are presented in 
Table B.3, in the Annexure to the EPRE. It makes provision for the expansion of economic 
classification of payments items to be included under the category: “Goods and Services” (“Level 4 
items”). To simplify the reporting on these items National Treasury decided to request departments 
to include the full set of 38 Level 4 items in the annexure in the budget documentation.  

“Transfers and Subsidies” include all unrequited payments made by the government unit. A payment 
is unrequited provided that the department does not receive anything directly in return for the transfer 
to the other party. Both current and capital transfers should be included in this item. However, capital 
transfers should be accounted for as a note in Table B.3 in the Annexure to the EPRE and detailed 
information is required in the provincial database provided to provinces, where a distinction is made 
between current and capital transfers. 

Biological Assets was added under the economic category: Payments for Capital Assets. Biological 
assets are animals and plants that are expected to be used during more than one reporting period and 
from which future economic benefits or service potential are expected to flow, provided that they 
were worth more than the capitalisation threshold when originally purchased, e.g. dairy cattle and 
wool producing animals or plants such as trees, vines, nuts, etc. 

Payments for Financial Assets was added as it has become necessary to provide for payments 
associated with certain purchases of financial assets in terms of expending these transactions. Most 
purchases of financial assets are not considered payments, but it is sensible to do so when the 
government lends to public corporations or makes equity investments in them for policy purposes 
in order to advance its service delivery agenda. A further requirement to be classified under 
Payments for Financial Assets is that the transaction must directly affect government’s financial 
asset position. An example of payments for financial assets is: loans from government to public 
corporations to enable them to maintain its workforce or to promote activities which are highly 
regarded by government. 

7.4. Infrastructure payments 

In this section, details of provincial infrastructure payments and estimates need to be presented for 
the Vote as well as Public-Private Partnership projects summarised by “projects under 
implementation” and “new projects”. 
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7.4.1 Departmental infrastructure payments 
Departments are requested to present detail on infrastructure investment estimates in the relevant 
Vote as referred to in Table B.5 in the Annexure to the EPRE in this document. The project list 
contained in the table (Annexure B5) should thus be consistent with the costed project list required 
as part of the planning Infrastructure Reporting Model (IRM).  

7.4.2 Maintenance (Table B 5) 
The infrastructure table (Table B.5) also enables the departments to provide details about the 
maintenance of infrastructure. Considering governments investment in infrastructure, it is crucial for 
departments to plan appropriately for maintenance to optimise the level of service provided by the 
infrastructure.   

Providing detail on maintenance affords increased transparency and allows for effective financial 
management. The Infrastructure Reporting Model has been developed to provide the details per 
facility or asset. Departments are required to unpack all maintenance programmes to individual 
projects per facility or asset type; e.g., schools’ maintenance programme must be unpacked to the 
name of each individual school. 

7.4.3 Non infrastructure items (Table B 5) 
‘Non infrastructure’ refers to items/projects that do not fall within the category of building and other 
fixed structures, such as machinery, equipment, furniture, compensation of employees and do not 
fall within the four ‘nature of investment’ categories. Types of infrastructure that are not on the list 
included can be added by a provincial department. 

7.5. Departmental Public-Private Partnership (PPP) projects 

In this section, a summary of all departmental Public-Private Partnership projects under 
implementation and proposed projects are presented. In addition, a short narrative about the manner 
in which the PPP provide an affordable, cost effective solution for a service should be presented.  
Table 2.5 below provides for a summary of departmental Public-Private Partnership projects. An 
annexure table B6 with guiding footnotes has been included to provide further transparency in this 
regard. The ‘Explanatory Notes’ have also been included in Section 5.6 of the Overview of 
Provincial Revenue and Expenditure for ease of reference. 

To limit incorrect assumptions regarding the possible PPP projects, departments are advised to 
indicate in the write up if there are no PPPs i.e. “This department does not have any PPP projects”.  

 

Table 2.5: Summary of departmental Public-Private Partnership (PPP) projects: (name of department)
Annual cost of project

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised

 estimate
Medium-term estimates

R'000 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Projects signed in terms of Treasury Regulation 16

PPP unitary charge
1

of which:

for the capital portion (principal plus interest)

for services provided by the operator

Advisory fees
2

Project monitoring cost3

Revenue generated (if applicable)4

Contingent liabilities (information)5

Projects in preparation, registered in terms of Treasury 

Regulation 16*

Advisory fees

Project team cost

Site acquisition 

Capital payment (where applicable)6

Other project costs

Total

2020/21
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7.6.  Transfers 

This section should present transfers to selected categories, which are as follows: 

 Departmental transfers to public entities falling within the governing framework, by entity;  

 All other departmental transfers to entities other than transfers to public entities and local 
government, for example transfers to Non-Government Organisations (NGO’s), by entity (in 
cases where disaggregating make sense). It is an important issue to have a sense to what extent 
the department is making use of NGO’s, etc. So in instances where aggregation provides 
logistical challenges, it is recommended that the department give a sense as it relates to trends 
and type of services for which these transfers are made; and 

 Departmental transfers to local government (municipalities), by category A, B and C. 

 It is advised that an indication need to be made in a form of text if there are no transfers under 
each of the sections be it public entities, other entities, NGOs etc. 

7.6.1 Transfers to public entities 

Departments should in Table 2.6 provide information on the transfers to public entities falling within 
their governing framework, by entity. 

Table 2.6: Summary of departmental transfers to public entities: (name of department)
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Entity 1 (name)

Entity 2 (name)

….

Entity .. (name)

Total departmental transfers to public entities

2020/21

Outcome Medium-term estimates

 
 
National Treasury has extended the coverage of the general government account by including not 
only departmental payments and estimates, but also more information on the wider public sector 
accounts. This represents the continuation of an on-going reform process with the ultimate aim of 
producing consolidated budgets for departments, including their financial data and that of associated 
entities.  

Public entities however receive sizeable transfer payments from Government and are often the front-
line providers of services. It is therefore important to understand the impact of these services on the 
community. 

The contents of Table B.7 and one of the more recent financial reforms as envisaged by the Public 
Finance Management Act has been the compilation of consolidated financial statements. To 
facilitate the successful consolidation, it is proposed that the consolidated budget of a department 
shows all trading accounts and transfers to entities under control of the department. It therefore 
imposes departmental accountability for public entities under the control of the department. 

Departments are therefore required to provide detailed financial information separately on receipt 
and payment estimates for all public entities falling within its governing framework. This 
information is compulsory, to drive accountability, forms part of the budget reform agenda and 
should be presented in Table B.7, in the Annexure to the EPRE. 

The table further represents the summary format of a more detailed schedule included as part of the 
provincial database. The information in the table must be adjusted to be compatible with 
departmental financial years and to be consistent with the financial statements published by the 
entity.  
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The first part of the table consists of a summary of the income statement of the entity, followed by 
a cash flow summary. The last part of the table provides information from the balance sheet. Cash 
flow and balance sheet information relating to the Medium Term Estimates should be provided.  

The income statement, cash flow and balance sheet parts of the schedules are further expanded to 
include additional detailed information. Entities should use the definitions provided in the Guide for 
Implementing the Economic Reporting Format when completing these items, which can be obtained 
from the relevant department or Provincial Treasury. 

 

7.6.2 Transfers to other entities 

Table 2.7 provides for all other departmental transfers to entities (by entity). This information has 
become necessary due to numerous requests as a result of the political sensitivity surrounding such 
transfers and is supported by ongoing budget reforms. Transfers to Non-Government Organisations 
(NGOs), Community Based Organisations, etc. in (where disaggregation makes sense) particular for 
the provincial departments of Social Development proves to be examples of such transfers. 
Departments are required to provide detail on the transfers to other entities by the type of service in 
Table 2.7.  

A detailed breakdown of transfers to each entity is required per sub-programme in Table B.7 (a) in 
the Annexure to the EPRE. 

Table 2.7: Summary of departmental transfers to other entities (for example NGOs): (name of department)

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Type of service

Type of service

….

Type of service

Total departmental transfers to public entities

2020/21

 
 
 

7.6.3 Transfers to local government  

Table 2.8 provides for transfers to municipalities by transfer type and category (A, B and C). 

Table 2.8: Summary of departmental transfers to local government by category: (name of department)

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Category A

Category B

Category C

Total departmental transfers to local government

2020/21

 
 
Detailed information on departmental transfers to local government by transfer/grant type, category 
and municipality should be presented in Table B.8 in the Annexure to EPRE. An insightful example 
of how this should be treated could be sourced from the KwaZulu-Natal EPRE, 2011/12 which is 
attached to this document under “Definitions and Examples, Table 2” referred to as Table 7 L - N. 

Departments of Human Settlements should take care to distinguish between transfers to households 
(where the department builds houses) and transfers to municipalities (where the municipality is the 
implementing agent for the department).  
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8. Receipts and retentions: Provincial legislatures 
In this section, National Treasury provides guidance on the treatment of receipts and retention 
thereof in respect of the provincial legislature. 

In terms of sections 13(1) and 22(1) of the Public Finance Management Act, 1999 (PFMA), all 
money received by the national and provincial government must be paid into the relevant Revenue 
fund, except money received by Parliament or a Provincial legislature within a province. Money 
received by Parliament or a provincial legislature must, in terms of sections 13(5) and 22(5), be paid 
into a bank account opened by the relevant legislature. The responsibility and procedure for receipts 
collection, deposits, retention and spending of moneys within provincial departments are clear. 
Within legislatures, there however exists uncertainty with regards to what categories of receipts can 
be retained and the processes to be followed for spending purposes.  

To ensure a uniform approach for the retention of receipts and spending against receipts collected, 
the following are proposed:  

 Legislatures should be allowed to retain all categories of receipts as listed above. This is in 
accordance with sections 13(1) and 22(1) of the PFMA and would simplify the administration 
process for the retention of receipts; 

 Budget submissions from Legislatures to the relevant treasuries, as required in terms of annual 
budget circulars, should include information on both estimated receipts and payments and should 
form part of the normal evaluation and budget allocation process; and 

 Estimates of payments to be tabled in the legislature should indicate total payments of the 
legislatures to be funded from appropriations as well as from receipts collected. 

The following tables should be presented for the Vote: Provincial Legislature with regards to receipt 
and payment and estimates: 

 
Table 2.9(a): Summary of receipts: Vote 02: Provincial Legislature

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Treasury funding

Equitable share

Conditional grants

Other (Specify)

Total receipts: Treasury funding

Departmental receipts

Tax receipts

Sales of goods and services other than capital assets

Transfers received

Fines, penalties and forfeits

Interest, dividends and rent on land

Sales of capital assets 

Transactions in financial assets and liabilities

Total departmental receipts

Total receipts: Vote 02: Provincial Legislature

2020/21
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Table 2.9(b): Summary of payments and estimates: Vote 02: Provincial Legislature

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Programmes

Programme 1: Administration

Programme 2: (name)

….

Programme xx: (name)

Direct charge on the Provincial Revenue Fund

Members remuneration

Other (Specify)

Total payments and estimates: Vote 02: Provincial Legislature

LESS:

Departmental receipts not surrendered to Provincial 

Revenue Fund1

(Amount to be financed from revenue collected in 
terms of Section 13 (2) of the PFMA)

Adjusted total payments and estimates: Vote 02: Provincial Legislature

1) Should complement departmental receipts in table 2.9(a).

2020/21

 
Table 2.9(c): Summary of provincial payments and estimates by economic classification: Vote 02: Provincial Legislature

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Current payments

Compensation of employees 

Goods and services 

Interest and rent on land 

Transfers and subsidies to:

Provinces and municipalities 

Departmental agencies and accounts

Higher education institutions

Foreign governments and international organisations

Public corporations and private enterprises

Non-profit institutions

Households 

Payments for capital assets

Buildings and other fixed structures

Machinery and equipment

Heritage Assets

Specialised military assets

Biological assets

Land and sub-soil assets

Software and other intangible assets

Payments for financial assets

Total economic classification: Vote 02: Provincial Legislature

LESS:

Departmental receipts not surrendered to Provincial 

Revenue Fund1

(Amount to be financed from revenue collected in 
terms of Section 13 (2) of the PFMA)

Adjusted total economic classification: Vote 02: Provincial Legislature

1) Should complement departmental receipts in table 2.9(a).

2020/21

 

9. Programme description  

The different programmes are presented in this section, beginning with an overall description of 
respective programmes and their objectives, which should be measureable. Policy developments 
specific to each programme should be detailed here. Most of the information in this section should 
relate to the information in the strategic and annual performance plans.  

Each programme is listed individually alongside its purpose, as in the Appropriation Bill. The main 
outputs should also be included, in terms of section 27(4) of the PFMA. 

Programme 1: Administration has an internal focus. It performs a support function to the various 
programmes within a particular Vote, while all the other programmes deliver particular services to 
communities. It is therefore proposed that Programme 1 only presents amounts. A specific 
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presentation can be motivated in instances where Programme 1 performs very specific functions 
related to the activities of other programmes. 

After the introduction of the programme, each sub-programme should be discussed briefly, showing 
the receipt and payment estimates.   

9.1. Description and Outputs 

In this section, the discussion focuses on the following: Purpose, service rendered, policy changes, 
payment pressures, and receipts collection, among other issues. At this level, consideration is given 
to two types of outputs, i.e.: 

 Regarding changes in policies, structures, service establishments, geographic distributions of 
service, etc.; and 

 For the planned output in terms of quantity and quality (all this information should be found in 
the strategic and annual planning documents). 

Table 2.10 provides a summary of departmental payments by sub-programme where Table 2.12 
provides for the breakdown of payments by economic classification. Please refer to Section 5.3 of 
Overview of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure for more information on the economic 
classification. 

Table 2.10: Summary of payments and estimates: Programme (number and name)

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Sub-programme 1: (name)

Sub-programme 2: (name)

….

Sub-programme n: (name)

Total payments and estimates  
 

In instances where a Vote represents a combination of departments for which uniform budget and 
programme structures have been prescribed, information should be provided at a sub-sub-
programme level. A good example of how this should be treated is seen from the KwaZulu-Natal 
Province’s EPRE, 2013 and is presented in Table 2.11. 

 
9.2. Programme expenditure analysis   

This section should discuss the programmes primary focus areas, including its policy and spending 
focus over the medium term, as contained in planning documents. The discussion should generally 
be forward looking; providing information for the 2021 MTEF period. Historical trends and 
performance should however be discussed if it enriches the explanation of what the institution aims 
to accomplish over the 2021 MTEF period. It is important to emphasise the need to clearly 
stipulate budget allocations for focus areas or policy priorities.  
 
Information should be set out in a concise manner explaining the main trends in the data tables. This 
section is limited to two paragraphs per programme. Significant increases or decreases in 
expenditure shown in data tables should be explained in terms of the underlying performance 
information, service delivery methods, policies, personnel profiles, and any other applicable factors. 
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Table 2.11: KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Budget Statements, 2013 - Example of how sub-sub programmes should be presented

Summary of payments and estimates: Programme 2: Agricultural Development Services

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

Sustainable Resource Management (Sub-programme) 18 074              26 946              41 398              43 936              53 336              34 989              42 156              44 587              

   Engineering Services (Sub-sub programme) 17 026              25 794              35 342              33 031              42 431              30 989              34 156              36 087              

   Land Care (Sub-sub programme) 1 048                1 152                6 056                10 905              10 905              4 000                8 000                8 500                

Farmer Support and Development (Sub-programme) 207 717             217 516             233 554             283 624             277 361             332 400             377 631             408 447             

   Farmer Settlement (Sub-sub programme) 32 925              40 318              29 218              47 041              47 732              30 282              37 101              38 727              

   Farmer Support Services (Sub-sub programme) 174 792             177 198             204 336             236 583             229 629             265 102             294 260             314 196             

   Comprehensive Agriculture Support Programme (Sub-sub programme) 37 016              46 270              55 524              

Veterinary Services (Sub-programme) 54 181              55 086              62 400              63 539              63 457              72 400              76 742              81 347              

   Animal Health (Sub-sub programme) 47 370              45 022              53 584              52 008              51 926              58 394              61 895              65 609              

   Export control (Sub-sub programme)

   Veterinary Public Health (Sub-sub programme) 1 416                1 409                1 890                3 614                3 614                14 006              14 847              15 738              

   Veterinary Lab Services (Sub-sub programme) 5 395                8 655                6 926                7 917                7 917                

Technology Research and Development Services 43 959              42 972              53 633              65 339              65 796              66 350              71 526              75 818              

   Research (Sub-sub programme) 43 959              42 972              53 633              65 339              65 796              36 783              39 721              42 105              

   Information Services (Sub-sub programme) 6 264                6 770                7 176                

   Infrastructure Support services (Sub-sub programme) 23 303              25 035              26 537              

Agricultural Economics (Sub-programme) -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       -                       

   Marketing Services (Sub-sub programme)

   Macroeconomics and Statistics (Sub-sub programme)

Structured Agricultural Training (Sub-programme) 9 320                10 726              12 096              13 008              13 008              18 852              13 835              14 665              

   Tertiary Education (Sub-sub programme) 9 320                10 726              12 096              13 008              13 008              18 852              13 835              14 665              

   Further Education and Training (FET) (Sub-sub programme)

Total 333 251             353 246             403 081             469 446             472 958             524 991             581 890             624 864              
Table 2.12: Summary of provincial payments and estimates by economic classification: Programme (number and name)

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Current payments

Compensation of employees 

Goods and services 

Interest and rent on land 

Transfers and subsidies to:

Provinces and municipalities 

Departmental agencies and accounts

Higher education institutions

Foreign governments and international organisations

Public corporations and private enterprises

Non-profit institutions

Households 

Payments for capital assets

Buildings and other fixed structures

Machinery and equipment

Heritage Assets

Specialised military assets

Biological assets

Land and sub-soil assets

Software and other intangible assets

Payments for financial assets

Total economic classification: Programme (number and name)

2020/21

 
 
9.3. Service delivery measures 

The strategic goals and objectives of the programme must be expressed in this section. The use of 
non-financial data in the EPRE should be limited as detailed non-financial data is available in the 
Annual Performance Plans. A cross reference to the Annual Performance Plan is recommended for 
more detail on non-financial data to eliminate duplication of performance information. 

However, should a department still prefer to express the full complement of performance indicators 
they have the prerogative to do so. In this case, the same set of standardised sectoral performance 
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measures and provincial specific performance measures which are reflected in the APP should be 
reflected in the EPRE.  

Those departments who prefer to disclose the full set of performance indicators must ensure that it 
is reflected under the applicable programme/sub-programme to ensure the logical flow of 
information within each vote. Further to this, departments within a province should decide on the 
route to take in terms of whether there will be a provision of performance indicators or not. The 
crucial issue is to ensure that there is uniformity and consistency across all the votes in this regard. 

 

9.4. Other programme information 

9.3.1    Personnel numbers and costs 

Personnel numbers per programme for full-time equivalent positions need to be disclosed at the end 
of each departmental chapter for the previous and current financial years, along with estimates over 
the MTEF. 

In preparing departmental budgets, departments must take account the full cost of all aspects of 
personnel policy. This includes general salary adjustments for pay progression, overtime, medical 
aid, homeowners allowance and any other allowances that may apply. The full carry through effects 
of salary increases must also be factored into departmental budgets.  

Furthermore, it is also intended to highlight risks with regards to vacancies and the ability to deliver 
in line with the mandates assigned to these functions. Compensation of employees is ordinarily a 
major component of each department’s budget and if budgeted for more accurately, the budget on 
the whole should be more precise.  

The Education sector indicated that it would want to provide a little more information on their 
personnel expenditure, in line with what had been agreed for the “Of which” items.  Indications are 
that a better sense is required as it relates to Compensation of Employees (ES and CS educators and 
their Social Contributions).  

Sector
Estimated Annual Targets

Programme /  Subprogramme / Performance measures 2010/11 2012/13 2013/14

Provinicial Education Sector

Number of children of compulsory school going age that 
attend schools

Number of youths above compulsory school going age 
attending schools and other educational institutions

Public expenditure on the poorest learners as a percentage of 
public expenditure on the least poor learners

Years input per FETC graduate

Average highest school grade attained by adults in population

Adult literacy rate

Programme 1: Administration

Number of schools implementing the School Administration 
and Management System

Number of schools that can be contacted electronically by the 
department

Number of black w omen in senior management positions

Percentage of current expenditure going tow ards non-
personnel items
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Table 2.13 presents a further breakdown to personnel numbers and costs for salary level, programme 
and OSD classification.  

 
Table 2.13: Summary of personnel numbers and costs by component: (name of department)

Actual Revised estimate Medium-term expenditure estimate

R thousands

Personnel 

numbers1  Costs 
Personnel 

numbers1  Costs 
Personnel 

numbers1  Costs 
Filled
 posts

Additional 
posts

Personnel 

numbers1  Costs 
Personnel 

numbers1  Costs 
Personnel 

numbers1  Costs 
Personnel 

numbers1  Costs 
 Personnel 
growth rate 

 Costs growth 
rate 

 % Costs
 of

 Total  

Salary level

1 – 6  –  –  – 0%

7 – 10  –  –  – 0%

11 – 12  –  –  – 0%

13 – 16  –  –  – 0%

Other  –  –  – 0%

Total personnel numbers and costs  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  – 0%

Programme

Programme 1: Administration  –  –  – 0%

Programme 2: (name)  –  –  – 0%

….  –  –  – 0%

Programme n: (name)  –  –  – 0%

Total personnel numbers and costs  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  – 0%

Employee dispensation classification

Public Service Act appointees not covered by 
OSDs

 –  –  – 0%

Public Service Act  appointees still to be 
covered by OSDs

 –  –  – 0%

Professional Nurses, Staff Nurses and Nursing 
Assistants 

 –  –  – 0%

Legal Professionals  –  –  – 0%

Social Services Professions  –  –  – 0%

Engineering Professions and related 
occupations 

 –  –  – 0%

Medical and related professionals  –  –  – 0%

Therapeutic, Diagnostic and other related 
Allied Health Professionals

 –  –  – 0%

Educators and related professionals  –  –  – 0%

Others such as interns, EPWP, learnerships, 
etc

 –  –  – 0%

Total personnel numbers and costs  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  –  – 0%

1. Personnel numbers includes all filled posts together with those posts additional to the approved establishment

 Average annual growth over MTEF  

2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2020/21-2023/24

  
 
9.3.2 Training 

Departments are required by the Skills Development Act to budget at least 1 per cent of its personnel 
payments for staff training. This requirement gives credence to Government policy on Human 
Resource Development. To facilitate this process, departments have been affiliated to their line 
function Sectoral Education and Training Authorities (SETAs).  

The Department of Public Service and Administration (DPSA) issued a Directive in 2013 on the 
utilisation of training budgets, which requires government departments to contribute 30% of the 
training budget towards the SETAs for training. In the absence of a line functioning SETA, 
government departments can undertake specific and functional training through the Public Services 
Education and Training Authority (PSETA). The National School of Government (NSG, previously 
PALAMA) are also mandated by the Public Service Act (PSA) to provide or manage generic or 
transversal training for government departments. Table 2.14 reflects departmental spending on 
training per programme. It provides for actual and estimated payments on training for the period 
2017/18 to 2020/21 and budgeted payments for the period 2021/22 to 2023/24. It might be possible 
that while several departments are not in a position to meet this requirement in the short to medium-
term, every effort should be made to increase payments on skills development, within the broader 
context of existing Human Resource Development policies. 

Table 2.14 provide for a high level aggregation of departmental spending on training, while the 
structure of the standard chart facilitates the aggregation of payments on training at item level. 
Training constitutes the group of items that provide detail about staff development and the related 
costs in terms of external training or the development of training materials and manuals for internal 
training. Examples of specific items included under training would be: subsistence and travel, 
registration, payments on tuition, etc. This section should also reflect the payments to institutes 
(SAGO, IPAC, SAICA, etc.) to attend seminars, workshops and training sessions.  A more detailed 
definition is referenced in the SCOA classification system. 

In this section a narrative in support of capacity building programme could be provided. It should 
speak to the needs analysis, decision on what training should be provided for whom and by when 
will the challenges of capacity be addressed. This section should assess whether spending on training 
has made an impact on the skills or capacity challenges within the department. 
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It has now also become important that we provide information on the number of persons trained and 
those to be trained in the budget year and over the MTEF. Cabinet agreed that departments should 
allocate at least 1 per cent of its personnel budget to learner- and internships annually. A DPSA 
training guide for the public service as well as the Skills and Human Resource Development 
Strategies, which place pressure on government departments and provinces to train existing staff and 
unemployed persons either as interns, learners or volunteers, etc. 

Table 2.14 provides for information on the number of persons trained, gender profile of the persons 
trained and to be trained, number of bursaries awarded (both internally and externally to be able to 
bring that distinction to the forefront and ensure transparency), interns, learner ships and the mode 
of training. This section on training provides for introspection and opportunity for provinces to 
conclude that to be able to provide services effectively, it is quite critical that it spends on skills 
development and training in order to enhance capacity.  

The information contained within table 2.14 should be reflected in the aggregate for the department 
and be presented at summary level per programme. 

Table 2.14: Information on training: (name of department)

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Number of staff

Number of personnel trained

of which

Male

Female

Number of training opportunities

of which

Tertiary

Workshops

Seminars

Other

Number of bursaries offered

Number of interns appointed

Number of learnerships appointed

Number of days spent on training

Payments on training by programme

Programme 1: Administration
Programme 2: (name)
….
Programme n: (name)

Total payments on training

2020/21

 
 

9.3.3 Reconciliation of structural changes 

Structural changes between programmes in the department or between a programme in the 
department and another department should be indicated, as per the table below. Such changes may 
occur when an MEC approves the transfer of responsibility for the provision of services between 
programmes or between departments. This might be particularly the case where departments have 
adopted uniform budget and programme structures, which are different from those in previous years. 
Good programme reporting and accountability is enhanced when departments then retrospectively 
classify those programmes and sub-programmes accordingly. This is good budgeting practice and a 
strict requirement of the various international conventions in this regard. Departments are therefore 
required to ensure that this practice is upheld. 

Both the 2020/21 and 2021/22 financial years should be completed and in the case when the change 
takes place within a particular department the changes to the affected programmes and sub-
programmes as well as the budgeted amounts should be reflected. In the case of function shifts 
between Votes the same principle applies and the table should be present in the Estimates of Revenue 
and expenditure of both Votes with an accompanied narrative.  
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Table 2.15: Reconciliation of structural changes: (name of department)
2020/21 2021/22

Vote/Department R'000 Vote/Department R'000
Programme Programme 

Sub-programme Sub-programme
Sub-programme Sub-programme

Programme Programme 
Sub-programme Sub-programme
Sub-programme Sub-programme

 



Annexure to Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure Estimates  
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Revenue and Expenditure 



 

 

 

 Table B.1: Specifications of receipts 
 
The following information must be presented in annexure to each Vote:  
Table B.1: Specification of receipts: (name of department)

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24
Tax receipts

Casino taxes
Horse racing taxes
Liquor licences
Motor vehicle licences

Sales of goods and services other than capital assets
Sale of goods and services produced by department (excluding capital assets)

Sales by market establishments
Administrative fees 
Other sales

Of which
Health patient fees
Other (Specify)
Other (Specify)
Other (Specify)

Sales of scrap, waste, arms and other used current goods (excluding capital assets)

Transfers received from:
Other governmental units
Higher education institutions
Foreign governments
International organisations
Public corporations and private enterprises
Households and non-profit institutions

Fines, penalties and forfeits

Interest, dividends and rent on land
Interest
Dividends 
Rent on land

Sales of capital assets
Land and sub-soil assets
Other capital assets

Transactions in financial assets and liabilities
Total departmental receipts

2020/21



 

 

 

Table B.2: Receipts: Sector specific “of which” items 
The following specific sectors’ “of which” items must be presented as part of Table B.1:  
 
Table B.2: Receipts: Sector specific "of which" items to be included in Table B.1

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Education
Tax receipts

……….
Sales of goods and services other than capital assets

Sale of goods and services produced by department (excluding capital assets)
Sales by market establishments
……….
Other sales

Of which
External examinations
Other (Specify)

……….
……….
Total departmental receipts

Agriculture
Tax receipts

……….
Sales of goods and services other than capital assets

Sale of goods and services produced by department (excluding capital assets)
Sales by market establishments
……….
Other sales

Of which
Tuition fees
Laboratory services (soil and animal testing)
Sale of surplus agricultural produce
Other (Specify)

……….
……….
Total departmental receipts

Housing
Tax receipts

……….
Sales of goods and services other than capital assets

Sale of goods and services produced by department (excluding capital assets)
Sales by market establishments
……….
Other sales

Of which
Rental
Loan repayments (individuals, entities)
Other (Specify)

……….
……….
Total departmental receipts

Public Works, Roads and Transport
Tax receipts

……….
Sales of goods and services other than capital assets

Sale of goods and services produced by department (excluding capital assets)
Sales by market establishments
……….
Other sales

Of which
Rental of buildings, equipment and other services produced
Other (Specify)

……….
……….
Total departmental receipts

2020/21



 

 

 

Table B.3: Payments and estimates by economic classification (Present for each programme) 
 

Table B.3: Payments and estimates by economic classification: Programme (number and name)

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24
Current payments

Compensation of employees 
Salaries and wages
Social contributions

Goods and services 
Administrative fees
Advertising
Minor assets
Audit cost: External
Bursaries: Employees
Catering: Departmental activities
Communication (G&S)
Computer services
Consultants and professional services: Business and advisory services
Infrastructure and planning services
Laboratory services
Science and technological services
Legal costs
Contractors
Agency and support / outsourced services
Entertainment
Fleet services (including government motor transport)
Housing
Inventory: Clothing material and accessories
Inventory: Farming supplies
Inventory: Food and food supplies
Inventory: Fuel, oil and gas
Inventory: Learner and teacher support material
Inventory: Materials and supplies
Inventory: Medical supplies
Inventory: Medicine
Medsas inventory interface
Inventory: Other supplies
Consumable supplies
Consumable: Stationery,printing and office supplies
Operating leases
Property payments
Transport provided as part of departmental activity
Travel and subsistence
Training and development
Operating payments
Venues and facilities
Rental and hiring

Interest and rent on land 
Interest
Rent on land

Transfers and subsidies to1:

Provinces and municipalities 

Provinces2

Provincial Revenue Funds

Provincial agencies and funds

Municipalities3

Municipalities

Municipal agencies and funds

Departmental agencies and accounts

Social security funds

Departmental agencies (non-business entities)

Higher education institutions

Foreign governments and international organisations

Public corporations and private enterprises5

Public corporations

Subsidies on production

Other transfers

Private enterprises

Subsidies on production

Other transfers

Non-profit institutions

Households 

Social benefits

Other transfers to households

Payments for capital assets
Buildings and other fixed structures

Buildings
Other fixed structures

Machinery and equipment
Transport equipment
Other machinery and equipment

Heritage assets
Specialised military assets
Biological assets
Land and sub-soil assets
Software and other intangible assets

Of which: Capitalised compensation 6

Of which: Capitalised goods and services 6

Payments for financial assets

Total economic classification

2020/21

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

Table B.4: Payments and estimates by economic classification: Conditional grant 
(Programme name) 
 
Table B.4: Payments and estimates by economic classification: Conditional grant (name)

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24
Current payments

Compensation of employees 
Salaries and wages
Social contributions

Goods and services 
Administrative fees
Advertising
Minor assets
Audit cost: External
Bursaries: Employees
Catering: Departmental activities
Communication (G&S)
Computer services
Consultants and professional services: Business and advisory services
Infrastructure and planning services
Laboratory services
Science and technological services
Legal costs
Contractors
Agency and support / outsourced services
Entertainment
Fleet services (including government motor transport)
Housing
Inventory: Clothing material and accessories
Inventory: Farming supplies
Inventory: Food and food supplies
Inventory: Fuel, oil and gas
Inventory: Learner and teacher support material
Inventory: Materials and supplies
Inventory: Medical supplies
Inventory: Medicine
Medsas inventory interface
Inventory: Other supplies
Consumable supplies
Consumable: Stationery,printing and office supplies
Operating leases
Property payments
Transport provided as part of departmental activity
Travel and subsistence
Training and development
Operating payments
Venues and facilities
Rental and hiring

Interest and rent on land 
Interest
Rent on land

Transfers and subsidies to1:

Provinces and municipalities 

Provinces2

Provincial Revenue Funds

Provincial agencies and funds

Municipalities3

Municipalities

Municipal agencies and funds

Departmental agencies and accounts

Social security funds

Departmental agencies (non-business entities)

Higher education institutions

Foreign governments and international organisations

Public corporations and private enterprises5

Public corporations

Subsidies on production

Other transfers

Private enterprises

Subsidies on production

Other transfers

Non-profit institutions

Households 

Social benefits

Other transfers to households

Payments for capital assets
Buildings and other fixed structures

Buildings
Other fixed structures

Machinery and equipment
Transport equipment
Other machinery and equipment

Heritage assets
Specialised military assets
Biological assets
Land and sub-soil assets
Software and other intangible assets

Of which: Capitalised compensation 6

Of which: Capitalised goods and services 6

Payments for financial assets

Total economic classification

2020/21



 

 

 

 Table B.5: Details on infrastructure 
The following information for infrastructure must be presented in annexure to each Vote 
 
Table B.5(a): Education - Payments of infrastructure by category

Type of Infrastructure IDMS Gates                                                Total available MTEF
Forward estimates

R thousands Date: Start Date: Finish Lattitude Longitude 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

1. New infrastructure assets

Micro Primary Schools

Small Primary Schools

Medium Primary Schools

Large Primary Schools

Mega Primary Schools

Micro Secondary Schools

Small Secondary Schools

Medium Secondary Schools

Large Secondary Schools

Mega Secondary Schools

Specialised Schools

Total New infrastructure assets 

Total 
Expenditure to 

date from 
previous years

Project name Total project 
cost

District 
Municipality 

Project duration Source of 
funding

Budget 
programme 

name

Coordinates

 



 

 

 

 

Table B.5(b): Health - Payments of infrastructure by category
Type of Infrastructure IDMS Gates                                                Total available MTEF

Forward estimates

R thousands Date: Start Date: Finish Lattitude Longitude 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

1. New infrastructure assets

Hospital - Academic

Hospital - Central

Hospital - District

Hospital - Provincial

Hospital - Pychaitric

Hospital - Regional

Hospital - TB

Clinics

Community health Centres

Nursing Colleges

Total New infrastructure assets 

Total 
Expenditure to 

date from 
previous years

Project name Total project 
cost

District 
Municipality 

Project duration Source of 
funding

Budget 
programme 

name

Coordinates



 

 

 

 

Table B.5(c): Social Development - Payments of infrastructure by category
Type of infrastructure Project name IDMS Gates                                                Total available MTEF

Forward estimates

R thousands Date: Start Date: Finish Lattitude Longitude 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

1. New infrastructure assets

Child Justice Centres

Multipurpose Centres 

Office Accomodation

Old Age Homes

Park Homes

Secure Care Centres

Substance Abuse Treatment Centres

Total New infrastructure assets 

Total 
Expenditure to 

date from 
previous years

Total project 
cost

District 
Municipality 

Project duration Source of 
funding

Budget 
programme 

name

Coordinates

 



 

 

 

 

Table B.5(d): Agriculture and Rural Development - Payments of infrastructure by category
Type of infrastructure IDMS Gates                                                Total available MTEF

Forward estimates

R thousands Date: Start Date: Finish Lattitude Longitude 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

1. New infrastructure assets

Access Road

Animal housing Facilities

Boreholes and Dams

Dipping Facilities

Fencing

Irrigation Schemes

Office Accomodation

Storage and Marketing Facilities

Total New infrastructure assets 

Total 
Expenditure to 

date from 
previous years

Project name Total project 
cost

District 
Municipality 

Project duration Source of 
funding

Budget 
programme 

name

Coordinates

 



 

 

 

 

Table B.5(e): Roads and Transport - Payments of infrastructure by category
Type of infrastructure IDMS Gates                                                Total available MTEF

Forward estimates

R thousands Date: Start Date: Finish Lattitude Longitude 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

1. New infrastructure assets

Acces Roads

Gravel Road

Impoundment Transport Facilities

Non-Motorised -Transport Facilities

Office  Accomodation

Pedestrian Bridges

Public Transport Infrastructure

Road Signage

Total New infrastructure assets 

Total 
Expenditure to 

date from 
previous years

Project name Total project 
cost

District 
Municipality 

Project duration Source of 
funding

Budget 
programme 

name

Coordinates

 
 



 

 

 

 

Table B.5(f): Sport, Arts and Culture - Payments of infrastructure by category
Type of infrastructure IDMS Gates                                                Total available MTEF

Forward estimates

R thousands
Date: Start Date: Finish Lattitude Longitude 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

1. New infrastructure assets

Arts and Culture Centres

Libraries and Archive Centres

Multipurpose Centre

Museums

Office  Accomodation

Sport Facilities

Swimming Pools

Total New infrastructure assets 

Total 
Expenditure to 

date from 
previous years

Project name Total project 
cost

District 
Municipality 

Project duration Source of 
funding

Budget 
programme 

name

Coordinates



 

 

 

 

Table B.5(g): Human Settlements - Payments of infrastructure by category
Sub-sub Programme (i.e individual 
housing subsidies, project linked 
subsidies, intergtated residential 

development programme,  rural housing 
communial rights etc )

Completed Units in 
the previous financial 

year

Planned Units Total available MTEF
Forward estimates

R thousands Date: Start Date: Finish 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

1. Maintenance and repairs

1

…

n

Total Maintenance and repairs

2. Infrastructure transfers - current

1

…

n

Total Infrastructure transfers - current

3. Infrastructure transfers - capital

1

…

n

Total Infrastructure transfers - capital

4. Infrastructure payments for financial assets

1

…

n

Total Infrastructure payments for financial assets

5. Infrastructure leases

1

…

n

Total Infrastructure leases

Total Expenditure to 
date from previous 

years

Project name Total project costDistrict Municipality Project duration Source of funding Sub programme name (Financial 
Intervention, Incremental 

Interventions, Social and Rental 
Intevention, Rural Intervention



 

 

 

 

Table B.5(h): Public Works - Payments of infrastructure by category
Type of infrastructure IDMS Gates                                                Total available MTEF

Forward estimates

R thousands Date: Start Date: Finish Lattitude Longitude 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

1. New infrastructure assets

Access Control

Houses

Care Facilities

Community Halls

Office Accomodation

Total New infrastructure assets 

2. Upgrades and additions

Access Control

Houses

Care Facilities

Community Halls

Office Accomodation

Total Upgrades and additions

Total 
Expenditure to 

date from 
previous years

Project name Total project 
cost

District 
Municipality 

Project duration Source of 
funding

Budget 
programme 

name

Coordinates



 

 

 

 

Table B.5(i): Economic Development and Tourism - Payments of infrastructure by category
Type of infrastructure IDMS Gates                                                Total available MTEF

Forward estimates

R thousands
Date: Start Date: Finish Lattitude Longitude 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

1. New infrastructure assets

Chalets

Fencing

Nature Reserves

Rest Camps

Office Accomodation

Total New infrastructure assets 

2. Upgrades and additions

Chalets

Fencing

Nature Reserves

Rest Camps

Office Accomodation

Total Upgrades and additions

Total 
Expenditure to 

date from 
previous years

Project name Total project 
cost

District 
Municipality 

Project duration Source of 
funding

Budget 
programme 

name

Coordinates

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

Table B.6: Detailed information for PPPs 
The following information below presents the requirement on information for PPP’s and must be completed for each PPP project. 
Table B6: Detail on Public-Private Partnership (PPP) project: (name of department)

Annual cost of project
Outcome

Main 
appropriation

Adjusted 
appropriation

Revised
 estimate

Medium-term estimates

R'000 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Projects signed in terms of Treasury Regulation 16

PPP unitary charge1

of which:

for the capital portion (principal plus interest)

for services provided by the operator

Advisory fees2

Project monitoring cost3

Revenue generated (if applicable)4

Contingent liabilities (information)5

Projects in preparation, registered in terms of Treasury 

Regulation 16*

Advisory fees

Project team cost

Site acquisition 

Capital payment (where applicable)6

Other project costs

Total

* Only projects that have received Treasury Approval

Explanatory notes:
1

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

2020/21

Capital payment is an upfront payment by Department to partly cover building costs in order to reduce the capital payment portion of the Unitary Charge.

The Unitary Charge is set forth in the PPP Agreement.  It is typically escalated at CPI.  It may be reduced by penalty deductions assessed against the private party service provider as allowed by the PPP Agreement.  For the 
three fiscal years preceding the current fiscal year, enter the amounts as actually paid.  For future fiscal years, do not assume any penalty deductions, and escalate the Unitary Charge by CPI.

If the department has retained external advisors, or an outsourced Contract Manager, the actual amounts paid should be entered for the three fiscal years preceding the current fiscal year.  If the advisory contracts extend to 
future fiscal years, the amounts to be entered should be the current year’s amount escalated by CPI.

Costs to the department of all full-time PPP contract management staff, plus overheads, calculated at a percentage of salary only. The applicable proportion of non-full time PPP contract management staff should be determined, 
as well as their proportional overheads.  Project monitoring costs also include the cost to the department for obtaining National Treasury approval of any variation to the PPP agreement.  Costs to the department actually incurred 
for the three fiscal years preceding the current fiscal year should be entered.  Costs for the future fiscal years should be estimated by escalating current year costs by CPI.

Certain PPPs require payment by the private sector of a concession fee to government.  Other PPPs involve the sharing of re revenues generated by the PPP.  For the three years preceding the current year, actual amounts 
received should be entered.  For future fiscal years, an estimation of the amounts to be received during the current fiscal year, escalated by CPI should be entered.

Most PPP Agreements involving a Unitary Charge to be paid to the private party service provider require the department to pay off the adjusted debt incurred by the private party to construct the infrastructure from which the 
services are provided and other, specified amounts upon the termination of the PPP Agreement prior to its expiry date, regardless of the cause of the termination.  These contingent liabilities are greatest at the outset of the PPP 
and reduce in amount as the PPP progresses.  These amounts may be increased if a variation occurs during the course of the PPP.  The amounts to be entered in this row should represent the department’s estimation of its 
contingent PPP liabilities discounted by the probability that a termination will occur during a specific fiscal year. 



 

 

 

Table B.7: Detailed financial information for public entities 
The following information below presents the requirement on detailed financial information for 

public entities and must be completed for each public entity. This table represents the summary 
format of a more detailed schedule included as part of the provincial database. The information in 
the table must be adjusted to be compatible with departmental financial years and to be consistent 

with the financial statements published by the entity.  
 
Table B.7: Financial summary for the (name of public entity)

2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

R thousand 

Audited outcome Actual Outcome Main 
Appropriation

Adjusted 
Appropriation

Revised estimate Medium-term receipts estimate

Revenue

Tax revenue –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Non-tax revenue –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Sale of goods and services other than capital assets –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Entity revenue other than sales –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Transfers received –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Sale of capital assets –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Financial transactions in assets and liabilities –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Other non-tax revenue –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Total revenue –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Expenses

Current expense –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Compensation of employees –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Goods and services –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Interest on rent and land –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Transfers and subsidies –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Payments for capital assets –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Payments for financial assets –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Total expenses –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Surplus / (Deficit) –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Adjustmetns for Surplus/ (Deficit) –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

–                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

–                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

–                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

–                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Surplus/ (Deficit) after adjustments –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Cash flow from investing activities –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Acquisition of Assets –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Other flows from Investing Activities –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      
Cash flow from financing activities –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Net increase / (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

Balance Sheet Data
Carrying Value of Assets –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      
Investments –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      
Cash and Cash Equivalents –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      
Receivables and Prepayments –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      
Inventory –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      
TOTAL ASSET –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      
Capital and Reserves –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      
Borrowings –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      
Post Retirement Benefits –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      
Trade and Other Payables –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      
Deferred Income
Provisions –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      
Funds Managed (e.g. Poverty Alleviation Fund) –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

TOTAL EQUITY & LIABILITIES
Contingent Liabilities –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      –                      

2020/21



 

 

 

 

Table B.7 (a): Summary of departmental transfers to other entities (e.g. NGOs) 
 
Table B.7(a): Summary of departmental transfers to other entities: (name of department)

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand Sub Programme 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Entity 1 (name)

Entity 2 (name)

….

Entity .. (name)

Total departmental transfers to other entities

2020/21

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

Table B.8: Details on transfers to local government 
The following information for transfers to local government must be presented in annexure to each 

Vote:  
 

Table B.8: Transfers to local government by transfer / grant type, category and municipality: (name of department)

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24
Type of transfer/grant 1 (name)

Category A
Municipality 1 (name)
Municipality 2 (name)
Municipality n (name)

Category B
Municipality 1 (name)
Municipality 2 (name)
Municipality n (name)

Category C
Municipality 1 (name)
Municipality 2 (name)
Municipality n (name)

Type of transfer/grant n (name)
Category A

Municipality 1 (name)
Municipality 2 (name)
Municipality n (name)

Category B
Municipality 1 (name)
Municipality 2 (name)
Municipality n (name)

Category C
Municipality 1 (name)
Municipality 2 (name)
Municipality n (name)

Total departmental transfers/grants
Category A

Municipality 1 (name)
Municipality 2 (name)
Municipality n (name)

Category B
Municipality 1 (name)
Municipality 2 (name)
Municipality n (name)

Category C
Municipality 1 (name)
Municipality 2 (name)
Municipality n (name)

2020/21

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 
Table B.9: Details on payments and estimates by district and local municipality 
The following information for payments and estimates by district and local municipality must be 
presented in annexure to each Vote:  
 
 
Table B.9: Summary of departmental payments and estimates by district and local municipality

Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Metro (name)

District 1 (name)

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

District 2

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

District 3

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

District 4

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

District 5

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

District n

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

Local Municipality

Total provincial payments by district and local municipality

2020/21
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Table 1: Definitions 
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Table 1: Definitions 
 
This list of definitions is not exhaustive. The final version will be presented when the national norms 
and standards for service delivery measures have been finalised. The sector specific strategic and 
performance plans developed to date should be used as a point of reference. Provinces are advised 
to read this in conjunction with the Treasury Guide: Preparing budget submissions and the Guide 
for Implementing the New Economic Reporting Format. 
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Activities Actions or steps taken to carry out a programme or produce an output. 

Category A municipality A metropolitan municipality that has exclusive executive and legislative authority in its area. 

Category B municipality A local municipality that shares municipal executive and legislative authority in its area with a 
district municipality within whose area it falls 

Category C municipality A district municipality that has municipal executive and legislative authority in an area that 
includes more than one municipality 

Effectiveness The extent to which policy objectives, operational goals and other intended effects are achieved. 

Input A resource used by a department to produce its outputs; this includes labour, other goods and 
services, capital assets, financial assets and intangible assets.  

  

  

Maintenance and repairs 
- current 

Maintenance and repairs are the activities related to the performance of routine, preventative, 
predictive, scheduled, and unscheduled actions aimed at preventing the facility failure or decline 
with the goal of maintaining its efficiency, reliability, and safety in the delivery of the service. A 
preventive maintenance programme refers to the organised and planned performance of routine 
maintenance activities in order to prevent system or production problems or failures from 
occurring. This is in direct contrast to renovation, rehabilitation, refurbishments, upgrade or 
additions. The maintenance action implies that the asset is kept in its original condition without 
enhancing its capacity, or the value of the asset. Such transactions are classified as current 
payments.  

New or replaced 
infrastructure asset - 
capital 

New infrastructure includes any construction of structure such as new building, new school, new 
clinic, new hospital, new community health care centre, new tarred & gravel roads etc.  It does 
not include additions to existing structures  

Replaced infrastructure asset refers to the replacing of the existing old structure with a new 
structure, for example demolition or relocation of a school or health facility to build the new one. 

When a new asset has been created or an old asset replaced, the expenditure is classified as 
capital expenditure (payments of capital assets).  

Output Outputs are the final goods and services produced or delivered by departments to clients that 
are external to the departments. Outputs may be defined as the ‘what’ departments deliver or 
provide, contributing towards meeting the outcomes that government wants to achieve. 

Outcome Outcomes are the medium-term results for specific beneficiaries which are the consequence 

of achieving specific outputs. Outcomes are “What we wish to achieve”. 

Examples include a safe and secure environment, healthy citizens, reduction in repeat offenders, 
reduced poverty levels and stable and self-sufficient families.  

Performance measure A quantitative parameter used to measure expected outcomes in terms of the general 
performance dimensions of quantity, quality, cost and timeliness. “To provide public ordinary 
school education to 456 789 learners” is a quantitative performance measure. “To increase the 
pass rate” is a quality measure. 

Renovations, 
rehabilitation or 
refurbishments - capital 

Activities that are required due to neglect or unsatisfactory maintenance or degeneration of an 
asset. The action implies that the asset is restored to its original condition, thereby enhancing the 
capacity and value of an existing asset that has become inoperative due to the deterioration of 
the asset. Such transactions are classified as payments for capital assets.  

Service delivery measure Quantitative information about how much service a programme has delivered. “To have provided 
public ordinary school education to 456 789 learners” is a measure of output. 

Service delivery 
indicators 

Should it be impossible to quantify the service delivery, an indicator can be used – generally an 
outcomes measure that verifies the result of service delivery. For road safety issues, the 
“improvement in road safety” may be a more relevant measurable objective than “the number of 
speed traps” or “information campaigns”. The “improvement in road safety” will be the service 
delivery indicator for the road safety programme. A service delivery indicator can also be defined 
as a performance indicator.  

Quality indicators The quality of a service can rarely be quantified. Indicators such as the teacher/learner ratio pass 
rate or drop-out rates must be used to give some impression of quality. 

Upgrade and additions - 
capital 
 

This involves activities aimed at improving the capacity and effectiveness of an asset above that 
of the initial design purpose. The decision to upgrade or enlarge an asset is a deliberate 
investment decision which may be undertaken at any time and is not dictated by the condition of 
the asset, but rather in response to a change in demand and or change in service requirements.  
Upgrades and additions are classified as payments for capital assets. 
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Table 2: Example: KwaZulu-Natal Estimates 
of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure, 

2011/12:  
Health Transfers to Local Government 
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Table 3 Example: Eastern Cape Overview of 
Provincial Revenue and Expenditure, 2017  
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Table 4 Example: KwaZulu-Natal Overview of 
Provincial Revenue and Expenditure, 2018/19: 

Payments and Estimates by policy area 
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Reference of formats for gazetting of school 
allocations and hospital budgets 2021 MTEF 
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Format for gazetting of allocations to schools  
 
Table C.1: School allocation format: (name of department)

   District
EMIS 

number

Primary 
Secondary 
Combined

Quintile
No Fee 
Status 

(Yes/No)

Nr.of 
Educators

Nr.of non-
Educators

Nr. of 
Learners

Allocation 
per learner 

2020

Main 
appropriation

Adjusted 
appropriation

Revised 
estimate

(Rands)

2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Example 1 District 1 86122255 Primary 1 Yes No 50 10 400 1468 497200 497200 497200 587200 621845 658534

Example 2 District 2 86125255 Primary 2 Yes No 60 10 600 1468 745800 745800 745800 880800 932767 987800

Example 3 District 3 86125256 Secondary 3 Yes No 49 6 500 1468 1 621500 621500 621500 734000 777306 823167

Example 4 District 4 86125257 Secondary 4 Yes No 51 9 300 736 186900 186900 186900 220800 233827 247623

Example 5 District 5 86125258 Combined 5 Yes No 45 8 250 254 54750 54750 54750 63500 67247 71214

Total 255 43 2050 2106150 2106150 2106150 2486300 2632991,7 2788338,21

Footnote: 
1
 Provide reason for deviation from minimum per learner allocation threshold

Name of School

Section 21 
Status 

(Yes/No)
Medium-term estimates

R thousand R thousand 
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Format for gazetting of hospital budgets  
 
Table C.2: Name of hospital Type of hospital:

          Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Receipts

Transfer receipts from national                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       – 

Equitable share

Conditional grants                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       – 

Health Facility Revitalisation Grant

of which

Health Infrastructure Grant component

Hospital Revitalisation Grant component

Nursing Colleges and Schools Grant component

Comprehensive HIV and AIDS Grant

Health Professions Training and Development Grant

National Tertiary Services Grant

National Health Insurance Grant

Funds from Provincial Own Revenue

Total receipts                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       – 

Payments

   Current payments                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       – 

  Compensation of employees 

  Goods and services 

    of which 1

       Consultants and professional services: Laboratory Services

       Contractors

       Agency & support/outsourced services

       Medical supplies

       Medicine

   Food and food supplies

   Fuel, Oil and Gas

       Other (Specify) 2

  Interest and rent on land 

  Transfers and subsidies to:                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       – 

  Municipalities 

  Departmental agencies and accounts

  Higher education institutions

  Foreign governments and international organisations

  Public corporations and private enterprises

  Non-profit institutions

  Households

  Payments for capital assets                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       – 

  Buildings and other fixed structures

  Machinery and equipment

  Heritage assets

  Specialised military assets

  Biological assets

  Land and sub-soil assets

  Software and other intangible assets

  Payments for financial assets

  Unallocated contingency reserve

Total Payments                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       – 

Surplus/(deficit) before financing                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       – 

Financing

Roll-overs

Other (Specify)

Surplus/(deficit) after financing                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       – 

Notes: 
1  Defintions are available in the latest SCOA 
2  If the department wants to indicate any other relevant level 4 items not listed above
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Table C.2: Name of hospital Type of hospital:

          Outcome
Main 

appropriation
Adjusted 

appropriation
Revised 
estimate

Medium-term estimates

R thousand 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24

Receipts

Transfer receipts from national                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       – 

Equitable share

Conditional grants                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       – 

Health Facility Revitalisation Grant

of which

Health Infrastructure Grant component

Hospital Revitalisation Grant component

Nursing Colleges and Schools Grant component

Comprehensive HIV and AIDS Grant

Health Professions Training and Development Grant

National Tertiary Services Grant

National Health Insurance Grant

Funds from Provincial Own Revenue

Total receipts                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       – 

Payments

   Current payments                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       –                       – 

  Compensation of employees 

  Goods and services 

    of which 1

       Consultants and professional services: Laboratory Services

       Contractors

       Agency & support/outsourced services

       Medical supplies

       Medicine

   Food and food supplies

   Fuel, Oil and Gas

       Other (Specify) 2

  Interest and rent on land 

2020/21

 
 

 
 

--- End --- 
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